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HEW MEXICO STATE RECORD
SUBSCRIPTION

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

$1.50

SUNDAY SCHOOL
1

WORKERS WERE
IN CONVENTION
MEETING AT ALBUQUERQUE, CLOSING SUN.
DAT NIGHT; OFFICERS
ELECTED AND COMMIT.

GOOD

TEES APPOINTED
The State Sunday School associa
Hon closed its three-da- y
convention
last night in the Presbyterian church
with the election of officers, members of the executive committee and
desuperintendents of the variouselect-ad
partments. Four of the officers
are residents of Albuquerque.
Those elected were:
W. H. McCoy, Albu
President
querque.
Vice president W. M. Scott,' Santa
Fe.
Recording secretary Miss Blanch
Porterfield, Albuquerque.
Treasurer W. H. Chrisman,
e.

General
Phoenix.

E. D. Raley,

secretary

tHINGS THAT ARE

NEW ARMORY BOARDS
FOR FIVE OF CITIES
HAVE BEEN APPOINTED
New armory boards have been appointed by Governor W. E. Lindsey
and Adjutant General James Baca,
for Deming, Silver City, Roswell, Al
and Las Vegas. New
buquerque
boards for Santa Fe and Las Cruces
were appointed some time ago, leaving only the old board at Carlsbad
in tact. A new board for the
armory likely will be appointed at an early date.
The New Members
The personnel of the seven new
boards is as follows:
Albuquerque Col. Alfred Gruns-felA. A. Sedillo, John Lee Clark,
Felix Baca.
Las Vegas L. W. Ilfeld, Dr. F. H.
H. Roberts, J. W. Harris, Lorenzo
Delgado.
Roswell Col J. W. Willson, Dr. C.
F. Beeson, Hiram M. Dow, Henry
Scti ws rtz
Silver City J. W. Fleming, J. J.
Betts, Harry Burges, Matt Fowler.
Deming J. S. Vaught. John C. Watson, W. E. Holt, John Corbett.
Las Cruces Col. M. C O'Hara, F.
W. Campbell, Frank F. Lucero,
Henry Stoes.
Santa Fe Col. J. A. Massie, Col.
Jose D. Sena, Capt R. Vere Boyle,
Adolph J. Fisher,
last-nam-

d,

International committeeman D. A. CITIZENS OF WILLARD
Porterfield, Albuquerque.
ARE NOW FINANCING
The Executive Committee
A BIG SALT REFINERY
commitembers
executive
the
of
If
tee are: W. G. Ogle, East Las Vegas; A meeting of the proposed Willard
Rev. J. H. Reasoner, Tucumcari ; Rev. Salt Lake Refining company was
Archie Toothaker, Albuquerque; Mrs. held in the bank at Willard last even,
R. J. Jewett, Carrizozo; O. R. Bilbro, ing, and plans to organize were disHurley; Rev. J. A. M. Zeigler, Belen; cussed by the business and profesGeorge Robinson, Doming; Mrs. Cora sional men of the town. A com
E. Ammundsen, Amistad ; Dr. George mittee was selected to handle the
C Roberts, Raton; Prof. J. H. Wag- financial end of the company until
ner, Santa Fe, A. E. P. Robinson, the directors of the company are
Santa Fe; L. T. Deck, Chamberino. duly elected at a meeting to be held
as soon as a certain number of shares
Department Superintendents
Superintendents of departments have been sold, when the shareholdare: Elementary, Mrs. L. L. Shields. ers will formally discuss plans for a
Jemez Springs; secondary, Mrs. C. permanent and solid business organRoss Payne, Albuquerque; adult, ization and incorporation papers
Mrs. J. H. JohnscnV Roswell; teacher filed. The financial committee aptraining, Mrs. R. G. Southerland, Al pointed is composed of Messrs.
Julius Meyer, J. M. Picket and R. L.
buquerque; home visitation, Mrs. W. Hitt.
H. Herrick,
Socorro; missionary,
At this writing about
Rev. J. W. Winder, Albuquerque;
have
temperance, Miss Harriett Hender- of the business men of Willard
son,, East Vaughn ; Spanish, S. B. already subscribed,, and it is reasonin
able
to
assume
that
few
next
the
Garcia, Albuquerque; stewardship,
Rev. J. Clyde Kecgan, Santa Rosa.
days every business men arid the
A special feature at last night's majority of the residents of Willard
become shareholders in what
meeting was the song service in will
become one of the biggest
charge of Mrs. E. L. Bradford. W. should
H. Day and'Fred S. Goodman were salt refining companies in the United States. Willard Record.
the principal speakers.
Resolutions Adopted
Resolutions were adopted indors- w. c. Mcdonald appointed
STATE COAL ADMINISTATOR
ing the idea of the international
day November 4.
Hon W. C.
former govurging that the Christian peoples of ernor of New McDonald,
Mexico, was this week
New Mexico give themselves whole
federal coal administrator
heartedly and unitedly to the crea appointed
Mexico. The
tion of sentiment and the arousing for the state waofs New
made direct from
i
-- f
.t....:-- .
n,
f
appointment
national
at
headquarters
Washing
hihition amendment on November 6: ton.
and that every voter see that his
name is on the registration book as
well as his neighbor's and that his PATRIOTISM IS
vote and his neighbor's vote is in
the ballot box on election day.
SUBThe association commended- - the IMPORTANT
measures taken by the government
JECT TO TALK
for the conservation of food by closing of the distilleries and expressed
the desire that the president use his
power to stop the manufacture of WILL BE FIRST TOPIC TO BE
malt and vinous liquors and bring- DISCUSSED B7 ELEMENTabout complete prohibition as a war
measure.
Journal of
Albuquerque
ARY SCHOOL SECTION AT
Monday morning.
BIG CONVENTION THANKS160,000,MO DAILY TO
GIVING WEEK
MAINTAIN S3 000,000 MEN
two-thir-

IN GREATEST
New York, Oct.

16.

OF WARS

The war is
a

MAKING STATE
SO VERY GREAT

Spanish-America-

never-say-d-

ie

old-ros- e.

earth.

Future

Is

Great

Finally, I like New Mexico, be
cause of the splendid future it offers to those who are honest, industrious, and economical. It is a
state of immense natural resources.
In the mountains are vast forests
of pine. There are hundreds of
thousands of acres of coal land in
which the coal veins are from seven
feet thick. Indeed, in
to twentv-fiv- e
the northwestern part of the state,
covering an area of some 75.000 acres,
are three coal veins lying one above
another which aggregate almost
fifty feet in thickness. These coal
veins outcrop along the sides of the
and are easily
mountains
.
.
.
. . accessible
.
s
or 'n
J.n
is remnre Trom anv ra roan ann ne- 'ontrs to the Navaio Tndians. Hence,
it is undeveloped.
Geologists say
oil dethere are indications of
posits within this state. There are
several producing gold and copper
mines.

The Americans who put the "tis"
nt
Potrioti.m are the educators of
a
$160,000,000
Americ, None na, .: mor, imnort.
an hour and the United Mates isi.nt
tu mMin
in
of this of American
paying at least
those en
than
patriots
staggering sum, according to estim paged in elementary school work.
ates made today hv the Mechanics n.i, :.:.. , t, ....it
..t
National bank of New York. The .... .....
I"",.v..'a ,... .... Z............ ......
need of
V
patriotism on
the war was $50.000 000. and a year the part of intelligent
the next generation so
counThis
was
it
$100,000,000.
ago
Patriotism, which is the
pressing.
try's rate of expenditure is greater
of the great convention of
than any other nation. Great Britain 2500 New Mexico
educators to he
being second and Germany next.
held in Santa Fe November 24 28,
Cost Exceeds $100,000,000,000
will he especially emphasized in the
Fini Irrigated Farmi
By next August, according to the Elementary Schools section.
Tn the river vallevs rre fine farms
bank's figures the total cost to the
Many Phases Of Subject
which are irrigated either hv arteAl
world will be $155,000,000,000.
"Patriotism What is it ; and How sian wells or bv pumping. Tn some
of 1
ready with less than one-haMay vye liest leach 1'atriotism in valley, wafer is found in sufficient
Schools?" is the 'bigi nuantitiVs f, r pumping at depths
.A timmnnnnmn
..... the . Elementary
........ oil
.
v.f ,i,;,l,
T
"
1.
t
v..,...v,w,w,
a fraction has been translated into l""Jr.
"
f Silver City, one of New Mexico s The Vi
Elephant H..tte the largest
permanent national indebtedness.
d
on
gat-instart
will
Amerirnn
efficient
dnm
the
educators,
on public debt is now
official ent, hr-- ittst been comp'cted Tt cost
to be more than 10 percent of t,ie wrk "f this section, the announ-; ten millions of dol'nr ann wli store
nnmil Jnrnm. r.( iha r.ofmin proeram of which has been
ced hv President Frank H. H. Robtrs water enough to irritrnte 185 000 acres
people, as compared the case of the as follows:
of lnd. Tt is in the southwestern
people of this country.
part of New Mevico. There are withPROGRAM
53,000,000 Men In War
in this state about twenty million
Schools
Section
The developed national wealth of
Elementary
acres of government land which is
the allies is placed at $600.000,000000,
N. M. E. D.
to homestead entrv. 'This area
open
Teuof
while
the
the
that
bank,
by
Patriotism
nowever, is too nry ror snrcessriii
tonic powers is given as $130,000,000,-00Now that the 64(1 arre
What is It? How mav we best farming.
About 53,000,000 men are enteach Patriotism in the Elementary homestead law has been enacted, this
gaged in the war. To what extent Schools?
land will he quickly taken and.
the entente allies have gained supePaper .. Miss Isabel Eckles, Silver T think, can he made a successful
riority over Germany is shown by City,
farm and storkraising proposition.
the bank in strinking fashion.
W'tch New Mexiro. Within a gen
Discussion
Allies' Strength Is 33,000,000
Leader .. E. F. Monroe, Las Vegas. eration it will take hieh rank among
With no more than 2,000,000 of Motivation of School Work
the state of this Union.
American manhood enlisted, the toHow may we best motivate work
tal military strength of the allies is in Historv.
Civics. Reading, Arithme- CHEAP NEWSPAPER'S DAY
33,000.000 against a total for Gertic and Grammar?
HAS ENDED DECLARES A
Austria,
Reference-MotivatioHungary, Bulgaria
many.
n
of School
NORTHWESTERN PUBLISHER
and Turkey of 20,000,000.
n
& Wilson.
The population of 14 entente allies,
Mrs. M. L. Blaney, Carri- ..
Paper
from which the ranks of their arm
Salt Lake City. Utah, Oct. 25.
ies may be replenished, is altogether ns.ii..!
Prediction that the day of cheap
iisvuiun
a
1400,000,000, against
population of
Leader .. Miss Bernice Fry, Clovis. newspapers, both in price and nnalitv
less than 150.000.000 in the central SuoervUed Study
has passed, and that the nub'ic will
nations.
European
Reference .. Teaching Children to be required to pay more for its favorite news medium, was made today
Study Earhart- EVERY MEMBER OF THE
by Joseph Blethen, president and
Supervised Studv Hall, Quest.
FAMOUS BATTERY
A
E.
ceneral manager of the Seattle
Miss
..
Esther
Mangan,
Paper
BUYS LIBERTY BOND Las Vegas.
Times, who is attending the quarterDiscussion
ly meetine of the Associated Press.
The report comes on good authorMr. Blethen predicted that metroLeader Miss Myrtle" Plant, Albupolitan newspapers would no longer
ity that each member of Battery A querque.
now at Camp Green, Charlotte, North Vocational Cwidenee
be able profitably to produce a penCarolina, has purchased a Liberty Reference Th 2 Problem of Voca- ny naoer, and meet the present cost
loan bond. Such patriotic action on tional Guidance Shedden.
of labor and material. He declared
the part of these boys who are willEducation for Industrial Workers that the present price of white wood
ing to offer their lives for the ser- H. Schneider.
pulp paper was broueht about by
vice of their country, is a rebuke to
Gillette.
Vocational Education
the newspapers themselves and not
the men at home who are able, and
entirely on account of the wr. He
Paper .. D. F. Rice, Las Cruces.
who refuse to help his country Disns-io- a
said that there was no possibility of
jet
bond.
Roswell Evening
Filemon Martinez, Arro- the price of paper receding to the
br buying a
views.
figure before the war.
yo Hondo .

"SI"V JfJS

day-$6.50- 0.000

jt

one-quart-

...ij
;""v"

n"po

--

st

contin-eulate-

s

Work-Wilso-

Le-de- r..

.

.

NUMBER 160

LIBERAL
PROVISIONS
OF
NEW INSURANCE ACT
BY CHAS. SPRINGER
OF THE
NEW MEXICO
COUNCIL OF DEFENSE
OUT-LINE-

D

No single feature of this world
war is of greater importance to all
the people of the United States than
the matter of protection for the fam
ilies of those soldiers who will make
the supreme sacrifice those gallant

boys who will "go over the top" and
never come back. Instead of using
the archaic pension system, the Con- gress of the United Mates has pass
ed a bill to provide insurance for all
of the men in active service of army
and navy. It is the most liberal in
surance that any government on
earth has ever offered to its sol
diers .
Act Approved Oct. 6
The terms and provisions of the
SCOTCH COMEDIAN HELPS
insurance policies are explained in
UNCLE SAM IN SELLING
THE LIBERTY LOAN BONDS the following letter to the county
councils of defense,
written by
New York, Oct. 20. Harry Lauder Charles Springer, chairman of the
jumped into the thick of the loan executive committee of the New
campaign yesterday, at the noonday Mexico Council of Defense:
The Act of Congress, approved
meeting of the Liberty Loan Committee at the Subtreasury.
October 6, 1917, entited 'An Act to
Thousands
crowded into Broad- amend an Act entitled An Act to
of a
way' and Wall Street to hear the authorize the establishment
Scotch comedian give a Liberty Bond Bureau of War Risk Insurance in
the Treasurery Department' ", proselling talk.
Tears With The Smiles
vides first, that every soldier may
The majority expected to be amus- make an allotment of his pay to his
ed and he did not disappoint them dependents, and that an allotment
But when, with tears in his eyes, of at least $15.00 per month shall
he spoke of his son, Captain Jack be made out of the pay of a Private
Lauder, of the Argyle and Southern soldier to his dependent wife, and
Highlanders, who went "over the the allotment is compulsory also in
top" at the head of his company the case of a child or children where
one day, and never returned, the there is no wife, and voluntary as to
true meaning of the present cam- any other dependents.
paign to raise money for the govGovernment Adds Allowance
ernment struck deep into the hearts Wherever such allotment of solof his hearers.
diers pay is made, the Government
Has Given Everything
of the United States will also pay
"All the money in the world." said to a family allowance of $15. per
Lauder, "would not bring my boy month to a wife; $25.00 per month
back home, and when
learned that to a wife and one child; $.12 50 per
he had been killed I sold every se- month to a wife and two children,
curity I had and turned every dol- with $5.00 per month additional for
lar I possessed over to my govern- each additional child.
In case there
ment. And now you must be pre be no wife, but one child. $5.00 per
to
all
if
want
pared
give your
you
month; two children, $1250 per
your boys to come back safe."
month; three children, $20.00 per
Then, holding up a handful of the month; four children, $.SU.UU per
new war bonds, he asked, "Who month, with $5.00 per month for each
wants to buy these Liberty bonds?"
Fnr nne narent
rliilfl
and in a moment, the little Scotch- $10.00 per month; for two parents,
in
lost
was
to $20.00 per month. All of the above
kilties,
man, attired
view as hundreds of young women, to be paid to actual dependents upsedate bankers and messenger boys, on application to the Commissioner
with real money in their outstretch- of Naval and Military Insurance,
ed hands, gathered around him, eager Washington, D. C,
to buy.
Disability Compensation
It is also provided in the same
Act that the United States will pay
to a soldier on account of disability
PRO-GERMANS
resulting from personal injury suffered or disease contracted in the
line of duty when employed in active service under the War Depart- ment or Navy Department, or to his
dependents in case of death
OF KAISER IN; ing from such injury or disease,
'
monthly compensation as follows:
l
ASrlJNWAiilj TPV 1U MtiL
f .li.aKilitv resulting from
GAY AND BLOCK BOND tnc lnJ"rv' lf al"l while the disabil
is total, ana tor not 10 cxcccu
ity months
:
SALE; QUICKLY COME TO
If he has neither wife nor child
GRIEF .
living, $.30.00.
If he has a wife, but no child liv.

1

aAtrt

IOWANSCOMPELL

TO BUY BONDS

-i

their dependents, may avail them
selves of this liberal provision of
the (government, you are requested
to have a complete list of all persons from your county in such service made by your Committee, appointed for that purpose, together
with list of the dependents of each,
and to see that the allotments are
made, that family allowances are
applied for, and that each person
shall carry a Government Policy of
Insurance upon his life. Also that
a record be kept of injury suffered
by every person in such service, or
death resulting therefrom, in order
that applications may be made for
Government compensation under the
Act above referred to.
Will Supply Further Details
We have applied for further de
tailed information as to the forms
to be used in applying for family
allowance and other steps necessary
to be taken in regard to allotment

compensation for injury and insur
ance, which information will be sent
to the several County Councils of
Defense upon receipt of their reports
showing that they have made com
plete lists of persons from their
respective counties engaged in the
military and naval service of the
United States.
We will be pleased to have you
send in these reports as soon as possible.
LOW RATE TO SANTA FE
FOR THE BIG CONVENTION
THANKSGIVING WEEK
AH who come to Santa Fe during
the annual convention of the New

Mexico
Educational
association.
Thanksgiving week, may take ad
vantage of the exceedingly low rate
of one fare for the round trip. This
rate win be made bv all the railroads
concerned, the El Paso & Southwest
ern system, the Santa Fe lines, the
Denver & Rio Grande railway and
the New Mexico Central railroad.
Estimates now being, made are that
not less than 2,500 New Mexicans
will take advantage of this opportunity to visit the Ancient Capital.
PADEREWSKI CANCELS
CONCERT ENGAGEMENTS
TO HELP UNCLE SAM
Washington, D. G, Oct. 23. Ignace
Padcrewski. pianist and leader of the
Polish Nationalist movement in the
United States, will assist Col. E. M.
House in gathering data for use of
peace commissioners at the end of
the war, it became known today. Mr.
head- Padcrewski
lias established
quarters in Washington, canceled
most of his concert en earemeii ts and
will devote his time to collecting and
arranging the mass of details con-- 1
crrnini? i onsn pontics, nusiness ann
Nationalist ideals, on which a peace
conference would need to he informed before agreeing on Poland's
future status.

LARGE INCREASE
IN ACREAGE IN
SACRAMENTOS
THIS DISTRICT PRODUCING
THREE TIMES AS MANY
POTATOES AS LAST YEAR;
OTHER CROPS ALSO SHOW
GAIN

$45.00.

If he has a wife and one child
R. S. Trumbull, agricultural agent
living, $55.00.
El Paso and Southwestern
If he has a wife and two children of the has
favored the Cloudcrofter
railway
.
a hastily prepared summary of
,
If lie
wife and three or more with
w, ;,,v,,i;.,t
children living, $75.00.
lie
data is far
states
the
vicinity,
child
but
one
If he has no wife,
from
and intends to make a
living. $40.00. with $10.00 for each more complete
full report before the close of
additional cnim up to iwo.
lie tignrcs are from pro
tlie vear.
If he lins a widowed mother
ducers whose
addresses
pendent upon him for support. $10 DO are 1 londcrott, postoffice and Weed.
M.iylnl!
per month in addition to the above About 70
per cent arc from C'oud-rr.if- t,
amounts.
25 per cent from Mayhill and
5
For Total Disability
per cent from Weed farmers.
To an injured person totally disEighty-thre- e
farms had a total
abled to such an extent as to re- crop acreage in l'JIfi of 2.406 acres.:
adan
a
nurse
or
attendant
quire
or an average of 287 acres each
ditional sum not eveeeding $20 DO per
Eighty-ninfarms have a total
month. For the loss of both feet acreage of 2.925 acres this year,crop
or
or both hands or both eyes, or
an average of 32.9 acres each.
and
totally Mind or helpless
1331 Acres In Oats
permanently bedridden from causes
Eighty-si- x
farms have
acrein
the
line
in
the
of
duty
occurring
age of 1,331 acres of oats this year,
service, the rate of compensation or
an average of 16.6 acres each.
slinll he ?100.(J0 per mmtli: no alKtports from 112 farms show M'
lowance being made for nurse or acres
of potatoes grown in 1916, or
attendant.
an average of 1.2 acres each. Re
In Case Of Death
from 125 show 453; acres of
In case of death from such injury ports
or an average of
this
potatoes
the monthlv compensation for the 3 6 acres each,year,
just three times as
ne paiu
snau
montns
an
Pcr,"
acreage per farm as last
,jreat
.
.
years crop. It is estimated there

tl,

,

JOHN FRANKLIN,
'
GREAT LAWYER,
DIED MONDAY
CAME TO NEW MEXICO Df
1891; WAS ONCE YOUNG-ES- T
JUDGE NEW MEXICO
EVER HAD; 46 YEARS OF
AGE; UNMARRIED
John Frankin of the law firm of
Hawkins and Franklin, and one of
the most prominent and successful
attorneys the southwest has ever
produced, died at Battle Creek.
Mich., Monday evening.
Judge W.
A. Hawkins was so informed Tues- day morning in a message from Bat
tle Creek.
Judge In New Mexico
Attorney Franklin who was 46
years old, was born in Columbus,
Miss, where his childhood days were
spent. Graduating from the Oxford
university at Oxford, Miss., he entered the law department of the
University of Virginia, from which
he received his degree. Attracted
by opportunities offered in this
country he came to the southwest
upon graduatingi from the law school
in 1891 and located at Carlsbad, N.
M., where he hung up his shingle.
Successful as both a trial lawyer and
counsellor, he soon had an extensive practice
in that section and
rapidly rose to the top. At an early
date he showed exceptional legal
ability and when he" was appointed
district judge, with residence at
Carlsbad, he was only 24 years old.
At the time he received his appointment he bore the distinction of being the youngest district judge New
Mexico had ever had. He was very
successful as a judge, but after a
short period on the bench he gave
up his office to become associated
with irrigation companies in and
around Carlsbad as legal representative.
To El Paso In 1899
In 1899 he came to El Paso and
soon after that became associated
with Judge Hawkins. Later the law
firm of Fall, Clark, Hawkins and
Franklin was formed.
Two years
later the firm was dissolved and the
firm of Hawkins and Franklin again
came into existence.
Mr. Franklin
had devoted his entire time in recent
to
duties
connected
with the
years
position of legal representative for
the El Paso & Southwestern railroad.
Mr. franklin had an extensive
practice in New Mexico, although he
considered El Taso his home. He
was known throughout the south
west as a kind and considerate man
with a charitable disposition as well
as an able attorney.
Ill Since Last June
Mr. Franklin became ill in June
and when he was forced to give up
his work he went to San Francisco
to ccffisult eminent specialists. There
he was told that his condition was
serious and after remaining on the
coast for three months he returned
to El Paso the first of September.
Three weeks ago he went to Battle
Creek, hoping that his condition
would improve. Mrs. T. B. Franklin, his mother, left a week ago to
visit him. Miss Mary Morgan, a
niece, left for Battle Creek a few
days ago on receipt of a telegram
stating that Mr. Franklin was rapidly becoming worse.
The body was sent to Columbus,
Miss., where the funeral will be held
Thursday.
Mr. Franklin was unmarried and
is survived only by his mother. El
Paso Times of Wednesday morning,
MEN WITHOUT LIBERTY
ARE BUYING LIBERTY
FOR THEIR FELLOWMEN
Men who have violated some law
of the land and are paying the pen- altv therefor are not necessarily
without interest in their country.
Men serving time in the New Mexico penitentiary have shown that
they have the keenest sort of in- -

1

'

'

,
,
f ii
T,,
shawn this interest by subscribing
for bond of the Second Liberty
Loan of 1917.
Their subscriptions
are as follows :
No.
Amount.
,o Cla idc Doane
38 00
$
4WIT0
2241
M. Ceballos
10 00
3
L. I. Inlmson
49 00
?."64 S. Ortiz
.

e'

st

0.

terday.

You men and women, living in
ease and even
comparative
luxury doesn't that make you
blush for shame, when you recall that you have not even sub.
scribed as much to the Liberty
loan as that mother who has
given three sons to protect
YOUR home, YOUR liberty,
YOUR happiness?
Roswell Evening News.

cil.

lf

If'.

cial help. I can give. I can spare
a dollar a week out of my earnings, and I want those boys of
mine to know their mother is
doing her share in this war."
That happened in Roswell yes

1917

GOVERNMENT IS
READY NOW TO
INSURE BOYS

ing,

.

i,t

She walked into the bank yesterday and said she wanted to
buy a $50 Liberty bond, and pay
$1 a week. And while the official was making out the application blank, she said:
"I have given1 three sons to
the army, but I believe my
country needs the little finan-

Manilla. Ia.. Oct. 24. After thev
had been refused use of the hall at
Aspinwall, a strong German town,'
or a i.oerty 10 an nice ng ana aucr
the owner of the hall. John Brus,
bad been arrested bv a United States
marshal, seventv-fiv- e
citizens of this
place went to Aspinwall this after- noon, closed the stores, routed the
citizens and got during the one day
all of the town and town- ship's quota of bonds.
Buy Or Explain Failure
All persons who did not buy b inds
are being investigated. The city mar
shal of Aspinwall today was ordered
to resign by the state defense coun-

v!t

.

26,

GIVES THREE SONS THEN
BUYS A LIBERTY BOND
PAYING $1.00 A WEEK

WRITER IN THE OFFICIAL
JOURNAL OF THE HEALTH
SEEKER TELLS WHY HE
LIKES THE "SUNSHINE
STATE"
(T. W. Gibson, in The Herald of
the Well Country)
Firjf of all, I like New Mexico be
cause of its people They are kind,
hospitable, and democratic.
Perhaps
they are no more kind than people
I
but
do
believe
elsewhere,
they are
more nospitanie, and more democratic. At one time, my work was such
that I was compelled to drive a great
deal over this state with a buggy
and team. In more than a year, only
one man refused me a night's lodging. I have spent many nights in
n
the homes of poor
families. They always gave me the
best they had and often there was
no charge. I came to know and to
love them.
Real Democracy Practiced
Out here, the wealthy banker or
business man speaks to the poor man
on the street as if it were a pleasure
to do so, not an obligation.
It isn't
what you are. Furthermore, these people are possessed of a
people are possed of a
spirit that surmounts
obstacles and knows not the meaning of the word defeat. That is the
spirit of the West.
Grandeur Of Scenery
I like New Mexico, too, for its
beauty and the grandeur of its
One who travels through
scenery.
this state on a railroad train may
get the impression that it is a vast
desert plain and a mass of barren,
Yet, the majesrugged mountains,
tic grandeur of these mountains fills
one with a sense of glorious rapture. In winter, when they are cov
ered witn snow, they are otten a
mass of beautiful colors, purple and
blue and white, and at sunset they
are pink or gold or
The
colors are always changing so the
mountains never seem the same.
A Paradise In May
An automobile trip over the smooth
roads of an irrigated farming district in April or Mav, when the
fruit trees are in blossom, and the
green alfalfa is knee high to the
blooded stock, which are to be seen
in the fields, is an experience which
fills one with a supreme joy in living. One cannot see New Mexico
from a railroad train.
Sunshine, Silence And 'Dobe
A writer once called this state the
land of sunshine, silence and adobe.
He was correct as to the sunshine
and the adobe. We have less than
fifty cloudy days in a year. A New
Mexico sunset, when clouds are low
in the west, and the. setting sun
colors them red and yellow and gold,
is one of the beautiful sights of this
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Manilla itself is a German community.
The action by the local men followed an attempted bond meeting at
Aspinwall last ni'lit. The hall owned by Mr. Brus had been rented for
the occasion, but when local bankers and speakers went to the town
2000
n Garner
the hall was dnrk and Brus could
C. Vkri!
400
not be found. Citizens of Aspinwall
4M1
on the streets laughed at the liberty
500
riir r'ev Moore
loan solicitors.
3000
Brus was arrested
7Yv.. Hernandez
1
("r
4.00
I. Rh.ides
.vv7
about
o'clock this morning. The
C. Ortiz
4046
200
delegation today in fifteen automob- , es
3000
292
E. Truiillo
was headed bv Mavor Koscoe
3 00
arc a',ol'i
otner potato growers, ?r,7 l (.arcia
haunders.
Many of the members
or w.'',ow an.d .one c.n.,,,,,
. in the Cloudcrof t district from whom W0-B.
2 00
were Germans.
I.obato
A
?
and
1000
'i cl,V''!rcn', cl,lId reports have not been obtained, who
All Store. Ordered Closed
Bvrd
each
for
will probably have around two acres .H71- -T.
30 no
Valde'z
When the cars entered the town!'"1? 'f00
4000
they stopped in the street, and Mr ,,p,In case ' there be no widow, butJ of potatoes each. This will probably 20r..iH. P.nstos
100.00
tne
entire potato crop up to .4"?A. Wet
nnng
Saunders, standing up in his car, or one child. $20.00.
700
5 00
acres
about
this
M.
T.
all
Dickens
dered
stores and all persons to Two children, $30 00.
404
year.
5.00
come to the Brus hall, where a lib3ei6T. Yotaw
Diversity Of Crops
$5.00
with
children.
$4000.
Three
10011
The potatoes will probably aver- - 4091 Robert Williams
erty loan meeting would be held. Mrs for each additianal child up to two.
5000
Brus, wife of the man arrested early
and 10. - i.VPO R. I.. Pm'th
age somewhere between
For widowed mother, $2000.
15 00
in the morning because he refused
000 pounds per acres. Reports from 394 B. H. Kelso
To
$10,000.00
5.0ft
Up
the use of his hall for the meeting
80 farms show 89 acres of turnips, 2353 T.Hernandez
In addition to the foregoing pro
5 00
K. f.sptnosa
last night, opened the building. Many
and other root crops, an .'
rutabagas,
for
Act
the
visions
V
?n7S
li
taken
from
provides
were
200
snhserintiom
the
Vatlei
r frm 'p
90.00
crowd that gathered at Mr. Saunders' criiiiiciii "jutdi tc u,uu me
"' ports from 76 farms show 519 acres 3513 Jose Uimpos
"soldiers and others engaged m
order.
corn or an avcra(fe of 68
(
tive service under the War DepartTotal
h
f h;
Bond Sale Becomes Heavy
i.
$1000.00
T nuree
A
Later in the Hav snliritnrs went ment and Pavy Department, upon
liberal
"ch
terms
that Reports from 76 farms show 99 acres WESTERN UNION INSTALLS
exceedingly
out from the hall as headquarters
and worked the town for bond ap- - every person in such service should of bean. or an averaee of 1.8 acres
NEW OFFICE FURNITURE
ot
take
IN CAPITAL CITY STATION
advantage
plications. Those who refused to buy immediately
thejeach Reports from 73 farms show
a bond are being investigated. Un- - opportunity. An insurance policy 23 acres of cabbage and cauliflower.
The Western I'nion TeleCTanh and
"
uV
iu
an
less it can be shown that they werei'"r
or
acre peri Cable company has been putting in
average of
unable to invest at all they will be $10,000.00, may be carried by any farm. Seventy-tw- o
farms have a first class new modern furniture and
engaged in such service at (Combined acreage of 247 acres of office equipment at its Capital City
reported to the federal authorities. person
One man complied with the order the premium rate of about $8.00 per Daney, or an average ot J. acres station during the past week and
to close the stores so promptly that thousand per annum for persons per farm. Reports on spring wheat this city can now boast of as fine a
he did not get his car into his gar within the draft age, with suitable from 68 farms show 189 acres, or an teleeraoh office as can be found
age. Later in the afternoon he ask- increase for persons above that age, average of t.6 acres per farm. It ' anywhere.
ed Mr. Saunders for permission to which premium
may be paid in is estimated there are at least 300
Santa Fe is a very important tele
open his place of business long monthly installments in advance, de- farms on the east slope of the Sa graphic station and becoming more
enougn to put nis macnine in. inej ducted from the soldier's pay, or craroento mountains tributary to so all the time and Manager De- stores were not openea until ine made in cash if preferred.
Cloudcroft. Many of these, however, Arcy deserves full credit for mak-ar- e
Manilla delegation was through work
List Thee la
in the Pinon and Avis districts ing his company see the necessity
and gave permission for the doors
In order that the soldiers and where crop conditions are very poor of
providing good accommodation
to swung back again.
others engaged ia the service, aad this year owning to drouth.
as well as giving good service.
.
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Srowers

Urged to Reduce Loss
Resulting From Use of Bad
Storage Methods.

Hssd of Food Administration Division
Tells How Many Cause of Damage Can Bs Eliminated.
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SLAVS DEFEAT
GERMAN FLEET

REGULATIONS DIVIDE
MEN INTO FIVE
CLA8SES FOR 8ERVICE.

FOR

GIVEN OUT BY CROWDER

R'JSS LOSE TWO SHIPS

GROUPS NAMED AS TO ORDER
BE
THEY WILL
WHICH
CALLED TO THE COLORS.

GERMANS

Wewlein NVwitfjap'--

James E. Meredith, better known as
'Ted," University of Pennsylvania
track star and holder of the world's
records, who is
quarter and
now a student at one of Uncle Sam's
aviation camps, "somewhere in the
United Slates."
half-mil- e

GERMANSSINK12SKIPS
COSTS BRITISH
OFFICERS AND MEN.

SEA TRAGEDY

Slain

135

and
Four
Hurt in London Air Raid
Zeppelins Brought Down.

Twenty-seve-

n

Fifty-thre-

e

IN

Union Newe Service.

Western Newspaper Union Npun Service.

-

(LAMS

RIGA-HAI-

BREAKS THROUGH KAISER'S LINE AT YPRES.

22.
Oct.
The five
Washington,
classifications Into which men awaiting draft will be divided, under the
new regulations approved by President Wilson, have become public much
before Ihe time planned by the pro
voHt marshal general's office, and are
here published.
The classifications are as follows
and Hhow every man registered, to
which class ho belongs and in what
order (lie various classifications will
be called to service:
1.

Single man without, dependent relatives.
2. Married man
(or widower with
children ), who habitually fails to suphis family.
port
3. Married
man dependent on wife
for support.
4. M allied man
(or widower with
children ), not usefully engaged, family
mi pported by income Independent ut'
his la hor.
1. Men not included
In any other
in this or other classes.
6. Unskilled laborer.
t.AN II.
1. Married man or father of mother
less ehildren, usefully enyatfed hut
income apart
has silt i
family
in his daily labor to ailord reason- ably fiilcijuate sujjpurt during his ab
sence.
2. Married man, no children, wife run
decently ami without
support
hardship.
3. .Skilled
farm laborer enKaged In
Industrial enterprisH.
necessiiry
4. .Skilled industrial laborer engaged
in necessary agricultural enterprise.
IXASS III.
1. Man with foster children dependent on daily labor for support.
2. Man with aKed, Infirm or invalid
parents or K''andp:trciits dependent on
dully labor for support.
3. Man with brothers or sisters
tent to support t hemsclves. deon dally labor for support.
pendent
4. County
ur municipal officer,
i.
litiuaii or policeman.
6. Necessary artificers
or workmen
in arsenals, armories and navy yards.
7. Necessary custom house clerks.
8. I'ersons necessary in transmission
1.

NEAR

ADVANCE

Colorado Springs. Secretary of the
Treasury McAdoo in his awing through
the great west to urge every man,
woman and child to subscribe to the
second Liberty loan, spoke here in the
iiueiesis or me campaign. A few mo ments before reaching the theater the
was informed that the
secretary
transport Antilles, home-turward bound, was torpedoed In the war
Oct. 17th, and sunk with a loss
of seventy lives.

Petrograd, Oct. 23. Two German
dreadnoughts, one cruiser, twelve tor
pedo bouts and one transport were put
out of action hy the Russians In the
fighting around the islands in the Gulf
of Riga last week, but their ultimate
fate is unknown, Bays an official state
nient Issued by the Russian admiralty.
It has been established that at least
six German torpedo boats were sunk
in the fighting.
The Russians lost
the battleship Slava and a largo tor
pedo boat,

Following dispatches

from Europe

Monday that the British and French
had launched a combined drive against
ti,e Germans in Flanders, came an an

nouneement from Secretary Baker
that the alliod offensive would be
continued nil winter. The war
declared resources were In the
hands of the allies to overcome weath-zonecr conditions and other obstacles and
in the
that there would be no
fight until Prussianism was crushed
Gen. Haig's
says a series of
U. S. TRANjP RT SUNK successes were report
attained Monday along
the Ypres road and that all objectives
were taken.
ANTILLES DESTROYED WHILE ON
The Germans have followed up their
HOMEWARD
VOYAGE.
gains on Pago and Oesel islands and
report that 20,000 Russians have been
captured in the campaign.
Four Sailors, Sixteen Soldiers, Three
Fifteen German airplanes have been
Officers and Forty seven of
shot down in recent raids, according
Crew Perish.
to a British official statement.
y

"In order that the hest methods may
he adopted hy the small growers, those Vftfirn MVwspiipt'r 1'nlmi
Hrvtc.
who have not had the experience In
perLondon, Oct.
the storage of potatoes, should know sons
in
writ killitl ami
the chief causes of the wastage. These
jured in Friday night's Zi'npi'lin raid.
rouses are:
"I. Sweating, heating and conseC'hrisl ianiii. Of twelve ships sailing
quent rot: often due to InsuClclent in
convoy from Norway to England
ventilation.
and
sunk by German cruisers, fivo
"2. Hotting, due to potatoes getting
were
Norwegian, representing a total
BT
wet
the time of putting them In of
::,1U0 tons, two were Dutch Punish,
storage.
two Swedish, one Belgian and two
"X Injury nun frost.
llritisli destroyers.
"4. Iieofiv, owing to disease In the
tubers at the time of storage.
"
Germany Buffered little less than a
Sprouting of tubers In the
disaster in the air when four and problives were
spring.
Washington.
ably five Zeppelin airships, believed
Washington, Oct. 20. The American lost when the army transport Antilles
Losses May Be Reduced.
lo be returning from a raid on
troop transport Antilles, while home went doyn Oct. 17 by the torpedo of a
"It Is not possible to prevent
wero brought clown in French
ward bound from France, was tor German submarine. The official list
losses from these causes, but
te
, uueu aim su.m oy a ne.ma.. s u u.ua rritory by airplane and ami aircraft
f casulllUeSi cabu,d
Gen.
by using the best methods of storage.
nne on Oct. 17. Seventy men of the ghow8 Kixty.seven logtby total Pershing,
It Is possible to reduce them very ma- gunfire.
survWor8
217 aboard perished when the steamer
the
British
the
sea
cost
The
terially.
tragedy
onp unaccountcd tor
of mails.
In Bervice of sank within five minutes after the tor- 9. Necessary employea
"Tills may he done hy taking care to lives of 135 officers and men on the
The casUii
,igt showg thflt nQt a
United States.
abreast the engine room
gunrd against losses from each of destroyers, who were left to their fate the10. Highly
administra- pedo struck
th, ,Mt W(re Amerlcan8. The flre.
specialized
of
miss
The
bulkhead.
l.st
Include,
ng
those muses:
by the German raiders, as were the tive experts.
of wn
were
balj,
Technical or mechanical experts
"Swenling and heating occur if the crews of the sinking merchantmen. in 11.industrial
killed by the explosion, came princienterprise.
and
e
enlisted
officers
tim
men,
ship's
freshly dug potatoes are piled In too About 100 of the merchant sailors,
1. Highly specialised agricultural
from Spain and Portugal. Some
f IU
ir, 'J pally
in agricultural bureau of state f,....
lnrge piles, so that the air cannot cir- however, are known to have reached expert
of the
"p,
army offi
.
or nation.
,.
n
f
culate between the tubers. The risk (he shore in boats or on Dritish patrol
i ice .aoutuiy iirl ayj iui luit cers among the American troops lost
lit. Assistant or associate manager of ui n.
tains only the names of the tlnei were men of
of loss from this cause Is greatest In craft All lint fliroo nf the
necessary Industrial enterprise,
foreign birth. Two ol
the fn II. immediately after the tubers ships were of Scandinavian national- of 11. AHisiam or iihhoi luie niHo.tiei ship's officers and the four naval en-- ' them were Germans
necessary
agricultural
by birth and now
enterprise.
listed men.
have been dug, and It Is, therefore, im- ity, most of them apparently being
IV.
t'l.ASi
have mothers living in Germany, one
1. Married man wilh wife (and) or
of the sixteen army en- - In
names
The
portant Hint potatoes when dug should small vessels.
children (or widower with children)
Berlin and the other in Oldenburg
members
not be put In unnecessarily large piles,
on daily labor for support listed men and
The slory of Germany's reverse in dependent
Gen. Pershing's report throws nc
no otner reasonably adequate sup of the ship's crew lost will not be
and
nor kept In an
room.
the air began wilh the account of a port available.
new light on the circumstances of the
known until the names of the surviv-- ,
"If the potatoes at the digging time raid on
2. Mariners In sea service of mer
England Friday night. Re- chants
nru aro ehonlrad nn tho ahin'u InllKlpr attack and so far as is known neither
in United States.
or
citizens
nre allowed to get wet anil go Into
3. Heads of necessary industrial en
ports soon began to be received, howThe Navy Depart- - a """marine nor torpedo was seen,
roll in France.
storage In that condition, rotting Is ever, of Zeppelins being brought down ternrises.
not
oes
whether it will
nient
4. Heads
know
sure to occur.
I!e careful to have in
of
necessary agricultural
Berlin.-T- he
France. These were at first sup- enterprises.
Belgian post of Ostend
he nossihle. to check the list and eive
your potatoes dry before storing.
V
un
to
to
ri.ASS
which is a submarine base of the Ger
belong
independent
"I'otatoes are easily damaged by posed fleet.
1. Officers of states or the United out the complete casualty list.
Dispatches from France, States.
All the army and navy officers mans 011 tllG Nortn sea- llas hwa boul
frost. If they become frozen, there raiding declared
or duly ordained min
them to be the raid
however,
Regularly
aboard
the transport were saved. barded from the sea, it was announced
ninrket value is destroyed. Therefore, ers
Id
returning from Knglaml. They had lKt.f
Some of these officers are engaged by the German war office, houses
ll(ien ts of divinity.
tuke precaution to protect the tubers
was
u
4. i'ersons in military or naval servappeared over rrencn territory,
in the transportation
of the town being damaged.
from frost before and after digging.
regularly
ice.
to
various
slated, and were scattered
American troops to France and others
;.fi. Aliens.
Eliminate Diseased Tubers,
The Italians and the Austrians are
Alien enemies.
parts of the country as the alarm went
are officers returning from special
7. 1'ersons morally unfit.
"There are several diseases of the out and the French airmen rose in
in a deadly struggle in the Trentino
the
with
connected
missions
8. i'ersons
training
physicialiy,
permanently
the
and
which
if
tuber,
potato
swarms to attack them.
destroy
or mentally unlit.
and equipment of the American forces. with both sides piling up heavy losses
diseased tubers are mixed with the
9. Licensed
pilots.
The loss of four Zeppelins is admitThere were thirty-thre- e
enlisted men say the latest dispatches.
sound ones, the disease spreads rap- ted In nn official
The London war office announces
received
staiiment
sevenof
of
whom
the
aboard,
army
IRELAND'S
INDEPENDENCE
Is
ASK
necessary to sort in Amsterdam from Berlin. An airidly; therefore, It
that 150 persons in addition to the
teen
were
saved.
the potatoes carefully, eliminating all
the staicmeiit says, at- Socialists Give Kaiser's Peace Terms
Neither the submarine nor the tor- 135 lo.;t on the two British destroyers
of the disease, the cuts, culls, and dirt ship squadron,
tacked London, Manchester, Birming-liam- ,
which It fired was seen. The were killed when two German raiders
pedo
Stockholm
at
before placing them into permanent
Meeting.
Lowestoft,
aboard the Antilles were sati- sank eleven ships in the North sua.
Derby,
Nottingham,
officers
All of the
Stockholm. Political independence
storage for the winter.
and
Norwich,
Hull,
England,
Grimsby
that it was a torpedo
sfied,
however,
cuts, culls, misshapen and diseased tu- with
for Ireland is one of the peace terms
London, Oct. 20. The Russian cap
"special successes."
bers should be fed to the poultry and
contained in a manifesto issued by the instead of a mine which caused tho ilal has been ordered moved to Mos
live stock, but should be sleamed or
committee of the Stock- destruction of the vessel.
organization
The Antilles was "under convoy of cow.
I'etrograd. The Russians have suc- holm conference.
boiled before being fed, as In this way
This is the
Petrograd announces that at least
exyou Increase the food value, and also ceeded ill gelling all their ships
International Socialist peace American patrol vessels at the time,"
to Secretary of the Navy ninety German warships were engaged
elements out of
according
is
and
the
destroy the germs of the disease, so cept observation
impression
general
party
in tho battle of Moon Sound Wednesthat It will not get into the manure Moon sound without losses and in per- in Kngland and America that Germany Daniels' announcement of the disaster.
day and that German troops landed on
fect order, according to an oflicial is
and thence Into the land,
sponsoring the conference.
An Atlantic Port. Attacks on three Dago island.
"Hy proper ventilation of the cellar communication Issued by the Marine
Among the other "peace terms" con-- '
Two German torpedo boats have
or storage room, ami by holding the Department. The Germans have cap- tained in the manifesto are the follow American sailing ships by German sub
been destroyed while running through
were
marines
of
and
their
Finland
H"
crews,
the
islands
tured
by
as
near
as
F.
reported
temperature
degrees
ing:
who reached here on a French liner. the mine field in Moon sound. The
possible, you can keep Ihe potatoes Si hilduu.
International disarmament.
civil population already is evacuating
Mortensen of the
Capt.
from sprouting.
2 International
league to enforce American bark
Reval, one of the principal Russian
1,198
dePaolina,
tons,
"Seed for next year's planting
Washington. Heavily increased
peace.
of the Gulf of Finland.
ports
said
that
when
his
vessel
25,
Sept.
should lie selected from bills that pro- stroyer convoys for American
u Restoration of Armenia.
The
British and French artilleries
140
was
was
miles
she
from
Brest,
duce all nice, true to type potatoes.
4
transports will be provided
Germany to restore Belgium and fired on
but not hit. The are still pounding the German posi
These should be selected at the dig- as a result of Americas first serious pmich soil now occupied
by a
Germans then looted her and sank her tions before them in Belgium with the
ging time, and stored separately In war loss, the sinking of the Antilles,
5 Germany to pay a war indemnity
with bombs. The captain and his Germans answering the fire vigorous
crates or boxes, and by storing them with the death of seventy Americans to Belgium.
crew escaped in the small boats and ly at various points, especially along
In n
room where the temaboard.
C
to
of
be
Future
were picked up by a French destroy the Menin road and at Zonnebeke
perature can lie held at from .'54 to 4')
of
own
their
settled by the vote
peoer. The Paolina had a cargo of oil Little infantry activity is taking place
degrees, with n little ventilation and German Casualty List Totals 8,250,000. ples.
except in the nature of raids.
and steel wire.
this seed planted next spring, the
7 Serbia to be restored.
Amsterdam. The Cologne corre
German airships raid northeastern
start toward Imgrower will make
8 Finland to be granted indepencounties of England, but are driven of)
spondent of the Tijd reports that the
in
Food
Women
Shot
proving the quality of his potatoes. In German
Uprisings.
casualties
before reaching London.
ll:;t comprising dence.
'tend of ns in the past, simply planty The
Saloniki territory to be
Washington. Uprisings because of
killed, wounded, prisoners and missing the culls or runouts."
food have taken place
ing from August, 1314, to September, placed under common jurisdiction of shortage of
I. W. W. Bound Over for Hearing.
among the civilian populations of
1!17, fill thirty folio volumes of 22.000 Bulgaria, Serbia and Greece.
Globe, Ariz. H. F. Kane, R. S. Cut
disAustrian
Official
Japanese "Temperature" Ghosts.
cities.
many
numHe calculates the total
Ghost stories in Japan develop in pages.
R. J. Bobba, J. J. Oates and V. H
ver,
to
In
Save
tell
from
Rome
Russians
of
Fight
Country.
patches
rioting
ber of names at 8,250,000.
wnrm wenther. High temperature has
Petrograd. Premier Kerensky on Budapest, Vienna and Prague. Many Lewis, I. W. W. members arrester!
raised n ghost at one of the fashion
opening the Russian preliminary par- women and children were killed in here under the espionage act indictHolland Builds Submarines.
able baths In Kobe. About the middle
liament in the Marinsky place, made the fighting. Recruits of the 1917 ments returned in Chicago, were
of June, a woman died In the esttih
The Hague The naval budget pro- a ringing speech in which he said: class fired on women and children at bound over to the United States Dislishment. Two days Inter, number vides for construction by Holland of "Russia wants peace by right, but we an unnamed city, killing forty and in- trict Court by U. S. Commissioner Hin
son Thomas.
woninn wns taken III at the same place six submarines and 288 aeroplanes.
never will bow our heads to force."
juring 150.
nnil died when taken home.
She a
No Peace Now Lloyd George.
serted Hint while, at the bath, being
Germany Takes $1,600,000,000.
London.
"I have scanned the horiFighters to Get Christmas Presents. Fitzsimmons, Famous Fighter, Dead.
entirely alone, her name was distinctly
Washington. Gcrmauy no far has
called. This cull wh several time wrung about $l,u'()u,oi)0,0iiu in cash
Washington. Every American sol
Chicago. Iu his delirium shortly be- zon intently," said Premier Lloyd
George, "and can see no terms in
repented. This incident, with usual from stricken Belgium, quite exclu- dier and sailor will have the best fore he died, Bob Fitzsimmons
exaggerations, became known to the sive of what she gained by occupation Christmas the Red Cross can give him.
many of his famous battles with sight which will lead to enduring
patrons nf the bath anil custom almost of the country and systematic exploit Each one In this country or abroad noted pugilists. His bouts with Jef- peace. The only terms now possible
would mean an armed truce ending In
censed. The bathhouse keeper has un
will receive a Christmas package, ap fries, Corbett and Sharkey were the
ation of its resources and people.
an even more frightful struggle."
dertaken to restore the dauiHgiil repu
of
a
value
conJ1.50
he
from
lived
ones
and
over,
his Lloyd George said Germany would
judging
proximating
tation of his establishment by employCoal Miners Return to Work.
taining chewing gum, tobacco, writing frequent mutterings concerning "Jeff," make peace now only on terms which
ing a strwt orator who delivers sevIII.
Illinois coal miners material, games dried fruit, candies. "Jim" and "Tom." Fits was born In would enable her to benefit
Springfield,
eral lectures daily on the absurdity of
by the
the ghost story. Thus far, his at- went back to work Monday with the puzzles, knives, mouth organs or other. the town of Helsten, Cornwall, Eng- war. He asserted that would be enof exception of those in Franklin county, articles. Each package is to be wrap- land, June 4, 18C2. He was 5 feet 11
couragement to every buccaneering
tempts to "lay the ghost" have
handkerchief inches tall and weighed 1C5 pounds at empire in the future to repeat the exno avail.
Former customer!! do not after a strike to force an increase in ped in a
wages.
and tied with red ribbon.
the height of his career.
return.
periment.
Colombia Sends
Protest.
of
Race
Convicted
Two
Band
Villa
From
Carranzistas.
Rioting.
For Blowing Soap Bubbles.
To Try Villisca Ax Slayer Again.
Fleeing
Washington. The Colombian Sen
111.
After being out
A recent Invention has made the ate has
Juarez, Mex. Villa followers are
Red Oak, Iowa. The Rev. Lyn O. J.
a resolution protesting Belleville,
passed
r
hours a jury in the Circuit being pursued by a federal force un- Kelly, who Is In the county
blowing of soap bubblea aa safe and sgainst Germany's ruthless submarine twenty-foujail here,
sanitary as drinking pasteurized milk. warfare, the State Department
was Court here found John Dow and der Gen. Jose Carlos Murgia, com- probably will be put on trial a second
of
Hanna
the
Charles
No longer need the youngster steal advised
murder
guilty
mander
the
of
Juarez
and
for
the
Villisca
ax
garrison,
time
slayings in
by Perry Belden, the Ameri of William
the sonp from the laundry for bis can charge at Bogota.
Keyser, a merchant, dur- are being driven westward toward
1912, within three weeks.
The first
bubbles. Instead be uses tiny paper
ing the East St. Louis race riots.
reports received at the Juarez trial ended in a disagreement of tbe
tubes purchased from the Dearest drug
Strike
Off.
Declared
stated.
Shipyard
military headquarters
jury.
store. These tubes contain a small
Portland, Ore. The shipyards strike Milk Speculators Indicted at Chicago.
one
end.
sterilized
at
of
In
was
district
In
H.
Waco Mads "Dry' by Texas Voters.
Portland
soap
Wool.
the
Potter of Elgin,
piece
officially Chicago. Charles
Ship Brings $1,000,000
The tube la dipped In a glass of clear declared off, a majority of tbe union nU chairman of the Milk Producers'
An Atlantic Port. A sailing ves.iel
leadWaco, Tex.
water. Nor Is these any danger of tbe involved having voted to return to Association, and four other officials brought a cargo of wool from South ers conceded that McLennan
county,
child's cutting himself on a broken work. The federal labor adjustment were indicted on charges of conspir- - Africa valued at more than $1,000,000 IncludinK the city of Waco,
"dry"
pipe, as the tube Is so constructed that heard left for San ttanclsco.
to this port.
r to fli the price of milk.
by about 1.600
It collapses under pressure
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ASKS MAXIMUM
OUTPUT OF COAL

SUCCESS

OF
AMERICAN
ARMS IN THE WAR.

President Wilson Issues Proclamation
p Accordance With Resolution
Passed by Congress.

TWO DREADNOUGHTS DISABLED,
SIX TORPEDO BOATS 8UNK,
OTHER VESSELS ROUTED.

Western

MAKES SUGGESTIONS

Washington. In order Hint tho
country may benefit from the large potato crop which was mined during the
past season, the United States food
ndmlnlstrutlon Is appealing to small
growers throughout the country to
take every precaution to prevent dnni-gto the surplus crop luriii(r the
coming "Inter through Improper storage methods. In a statement Just issued, I.oii I). Sweet, hem! of the potato division of the food ndinlnistia-tlon- ,
calls attention to the chief causes
of wastage mid outlines the hest storage methods. The Htaleiuent follows:
"It is of grout importance that nil
the potatoes raised mis year should
be stored under proper conditions.
Even when every precaution Is taken
the wastage of pntaloes during the
winter Is considerable; under had conditions of storage It Is very great in-

G.

FOR DRAFT ARMY

WASTAG E, IS PLEA

EXPERT

WILLIAM

CLASSIFICATIONS

Nwp9pr

SHALL BE PRODUCED AS
WAS BEFORE," DECLARES ADMINISTRATOR.

"COAL

IT NEVER

Union News Service.

Washington. President Wilson by
proclamation declared Sunday, Oct
28, as a day of prayer (or the success
of the American arms in the war, In
accordance with the recent resolution
of Congress. Tbe President's proclamation is as follows:
"Whereas, The Congress of tbe
United States by a concurrent resolu
tion adopted on the 4th day of the
present month of October, in view of
the entrance of our nation into the
vaBt and awful war which now afflicts
the greater part of the world, has requested me to set apart by official
proclamation a day upon which our
people should be called upon to offer
concerted prayer to Almighty God for
His divine aid in the success of our
arms; and,
"Whereas, It behooves a great free
people, nurtured as we have been in
tbe eternal principles of justice and of
right; a nation which has sought
from the earliest days of its existence
to be obedient to the divine teachings
which inspired it in the exercise of
its liberties, to turn always to the
Supreme Master and cast themselves
in faith at His feet praying for His
aid and succor In every hour of trial,
to the end that the great aims to
which our fathers dedicated our power
as a people may not perish among
men, but be aiwayB asserted and de
fended with fresh ardor and devotion
and, through the divine blessing, set
at last upon enduring foundations for
the benefit of all the free peoples of

ALL

TO

SUPPLIED

BE

WARNS OPERAT0R8
THAT NATION HAS POWER
TO 8EIZE MINES.

GARFIELD

Western Newspaper Union News Servte.

Pittsburg, Pa. Declaring that just
so long as the power of fuel dictator
was bestowed upon him he purposed
to see that the production of coal in
the United States is kept at maximum, and even higher. Dr. Harry A.
Garfield addressed a gathering of
more than 2,000 operators from all
over the country here.
"Coal shall be produced as it never
was before," he said, "and factories
and homes will be plentifully supplied."
Dr. Garfield's address was brief. Ho
urged the coal men to forget their
differences and put themselves solidly as United States citizens behind
tbe government in its prosecution of
the war.
Warning the operators of the government's power to take charge of
the mines, he said:
"Some persons resent the idea, but
is it more drastic to take that action
than for the government to take the
nation's young men?"
It was expected that Dr. Garfield
would announce when the higher wage
the earth;
icale would go into effect- and also
'Now, therefore, I, Woodrow Wil
some of the details of the
touch
son, President of the United States, coal upon
business. This he did not do,
gladly responding to the wish exhe wishes only to impress on
pressed by the Congress, do appoint saying
tbe operators their duty to the govOct. 28, being tbe last Sunday of the
ernment in this crisis.
present month, as a day of supplication and prayer for all the people of
the nation, honestly exhorting all my CHICAGO FOOD PRICE SCHEDULE.
countrymen to observe the appointed
day, according to their several faiths Food Administrator Cuts Prices on
in solemn prayer, that God's blessings
Sugar, Potatoes and Flour.
may rest upon the high task which is
For the first time in tbe
Chicago.
laid upon us, to the end that the cause
for which we give our lives and treas- history of the Unite! States, a governhas fixed the
ure may triumph and our efforts be ment representative
"fair" pric!- of eertiin foodstuffs. Har
blessed with high achievement."
ry A. Wl:e ler, food ad'uinistratnr of
SYSTEM. Illinois, Tuesday announced tha prop
CHANGES IN DRAFTING
er price for sugur, potatoes aud flour.
Nine Million Remaining Registrants Grocers for the most part have agreed
to put the prices into effect.
Will Be Divided into Five Classes.
Mr. Wheeler's list gives the price
Washington. A sweeping change which the retailer should pay the midof the selective
in the machinery
dleman and tbe price which the cusdraft, based on division of the 9,000,-00- tomer should pay over the counter.
remaining registrants into five Other prices for staples will be an
classes in order of their eligibility for nounced as quickly as possible.
military service, was announced by
The price fixed for flour is from
Provost Marshal General Crowder.
$2.95 to $3.18 for quarter barrel sacks,
has
been
which
Details of the plan,
for which retailers were asking $3.15.
approved by President Wilson, are
barrel sacks the price was
hownot disclosed. It is calculated,
fixed at $1.49 to $1.00, as against $1.53
ever, to do away with virtually all the asked by the retailer.
complicated machinery of the first sacks were listed by the food admindraft. The plan was worked out at istrator at 3G to 37 cents, and retailors
conferences with local - and district were quoting them at 35 cents.
board officials and approved by the
Potatoes jumped in prices overnight,
various state authorities.
and were quoted by the food adminis
Its chief features are that every reg trator at 43 to 46 cents per peck,
istered man will know his exact posiwhile the grocerB were selling them at
tion and be able to arrange his affairs 40 to 43 cents.
man
deemed
no
accordingly and that
Sugar prices were fixed at 1 to
necessary in any important industry cents per pound, while dealers were
or needed at home to support his fam- asking 9',6 and 10 cents. Tho scarcily will be called to the colors unless ity of sugar, however, has compelled
the military situation is desperate.
retailers to pay fancy premiums in order to get enough to supply their
Mexico Drops Foreign Soldiers.
trade. Sales in nearly all cases were
of limited to two pounds to a customer
Mexico City. The department
war has Issued stringent orders to dis- when other goods were purchased.
charge from the army all men and of- Strangers going into a store and askficers not Mexicans by birth.
ing only for sugar were refused.
-
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One-eight- h

Five-poun-

FOODS 80 PER CENT HIGHER.

WIN

FRENCH

BIG VICTORY.

Advance Through
Make
Kaiser's Lines, Capturing 7,500
Men and Twenty-fivGuns.
Paris, Oct. 24. In one of the swiftest and most dashing blows of the
war, the French troops smashed
through the German lines north of the
Aisne to a depth of more than two
miles at one point, inflicting heavy
losses on the enemy and captured
more than 7,500 prisoners and twenty-fivheavy guns and field guns. Several important villages also fell into
the hands of the French, according
to the war office announcement.
f
Germany lost
Washington.
of her total effectual fleet of
as a result of her air
raid of Oct. 20 over England, according to cable dispatches received here.
Rome. Italian troops repulsed a
strong attack by Austrian and German forces in the Cadore region at
Monte Plana.
have
Germans
Petrograd. The
Brig. Gen. Burton Dies.
Cal. Brig.
Gen. made an attempt at a second landing
Los
Angeles,
George H. Burton, U. S. A., retired, on the Esthonian coast, but were
driven away by the Russians.
died here after a long illness.
Sugar Prices in England Have Been
Trebled.
Ottawa, Ont. Beef and mutton in
r
England now exceed their
prices by IS pence per pound, says a
report published in the government
Labor Gazette. Butter and bacon are
r
level. Milk
now double their
is 78 per cent higher than in July,
1914. These figures and the following
table of per cent Increases since the
war are contained in a London dispatch to the Ottawa agency of Router's limited:
Beef, nearly 100; mutton, 97; imported beef, 132; imported mutton, 153;
bacon, 110; fish, 150; sugar, 190; butter, 99; cheese, 91; eggs, 160.
In the cost of all items usually entering into the working class family.
Including food, rent, clothing, fuel and
light, the increase has been nearly 80
per oent, allowing 5 per cent fdr the
advances due to increased taxation.
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Yaqul Outlaws to Seize Supplies.
Douglas, Ariz. A force of 1,500
Vaqui Indians is in the mountains near
Conchi, east of Cumpas, Sonora, awaiting the arrival of a party of 150 Indians
from the border with a supply of arms
and ammunition, according to an
American mining man who reached
Douglas from that section late Saturday. He said that about 400 Yaquis in
the army of Gen. P. Elias Calles, governor of Sonora, had deserted and are
on their way to. join the force in tbe
mountains.

e

one-hal-

Engineer Killed; Three Injured.
Chicago. Engineer Kameron was
killed and Fireman Wright fatally injured when the Green Bay special,
inbound on the Chicago & Northwest
ern railroad, was derailed at North-field- ,
forty miles north of here. Tbe
accident occurred when the pilot of
the engine struck some loose planking at a crossing. The engine, two
baggage cars, the mall car, the smoker and a day coach left the track.
Among the injured were: Mrs.
Fair and Miss Helen A. Golden
Iaa-be-

Warned of Sugar Shortage.
Arizona Copper Strike Settled.
Chicago. Formal warning was IsSettlement
of tbe
Washington.
sued here on instructions from the of- strike of copper miners In Arizona was
fice of Food Administrator Hoover
formally announced In a telegram
that a sugar famine is upon the coun- from
President Wilson's labor com
moment
the
and
America's
of
that
try
In the West
In the matter of food Qisslon
first
arrived.
has
Fatally Hurt In Auto Smash.
Bolivia Honors Carranza.
Denver. Struck by a southbound
Mexico City. The congress of Bo- Union Pacific train at Nunn, W. D.
livia has voted to bestow on President Toner of Denver, driving his super-sis-:
Venustlano Carranza the Order of tha automobile, waa probably fatally la-Grand Croat of MarUcaL
self-deni-

feet of tliu studding In place above the
concrete. No sills are used. Outside
stuff,
studding Is
by
24 Inches on centers, 18 feet long.
Along the driveway, studs, are
12 inches on centers, up to
by
CRIB AND GRANARY the
double
by
plate
upon which the iIn Joists are placed.
These joists are
by
In size, placed 12 Inches on centers.
If He Would Prevent Waste, the
The Inner studs, above the plate just
12
mentioned are
by
Farmer Must House His
Inches on centers. The Inner and outGrain Carefully.
er studs are tied together every 4
feet In both directions with
by
sticks.
Likewise, ties are
APPROVED DESIGN DESCRIBED
extended across the grain bins near
the center of the studs, 4 feet apart.
This Building Protects Against Storm The exterior of the corn crib wall Is
crib
covered with
by
and Dampness and Saves Much
siding spaced 1 Inch apart. The end
Labor in Handling
Work
of the building outside of the bins and
Room, Too, In Winter.
also the walls of the cupola are covered with drop siding. Two trussed
Mr, William A. Hadford will answer braces are placed in the outside end of
and
OP
advice
FREE
questions
give
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
i i i i i i i i i
farm, for
subject of building work on theaccount
of
of
the readers
this paper. On
CORN
CRIB
his wide experience as Editor, Author and
Manufacturer, he Is, without doubt, the
jy.WWMi
highest authority on all these subjects.
Address all inquiries to William A. Radford, No. 1827 Prairie avenue, Chicago,
QRAINJJN
III., and only Inclose
stamp for
Eton,

MD
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reply.

By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
At this time it is particularly necessary that tbe farmer do everything In
his power to prevent waste of grain
and other foodstuffs.
A great deal
depends upon bis ability .to turn out
record crops and his wisdom In caring
for new crops until the produce is
placed on the market There Is a new
Interest In the construction of corn
cribs and granaries.
Tbe building shown In the accompanying Illustrations 'Is an excellent
type for the average farmer. It Is a
combined corn crib and granary built
with two stories, 26 by 40 feet on the
ground. The height is 18 feet to the
eaves. There are corn cribs at the
sides and grain bins overhead, In the
center.
A driveway 10 feet wide,
having 10 feet of headroom, runs
through the center below the bins.
Such a building saves wastage, losses
from storms and dumpness, and It
saves considerable labor in handling
the grain.
Tbe driveway is a workroom in winter. In summer and fall It is an entrance way for loads of ear corn from
the husking and small grains from the
threshing machine. Between seasons
it answers for storage for farm wagons that are In use a good deal.
It Is a place for the fanning mill In
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Expert of Johns Hopkins University Gives Some Prac

each bin to hold the studs In place
against the pressure of the grain. The
bins are sculed inside with flooring.
The rafters are 2 by 4's sheathed
The cupola Is
open and shingled.
framed entirely with 2 by 4's. There
is a downspout In the center of
each bin. These may be made
boards,
by
easily of
a wooden slide gate with hand hole
being provided at the lower end, or
sheet metal spouts may be used, the
The
sheets being riveted together.
upper eads of the spouts are securely
fastened to the Joists,
windows are placed high
up under the gables In the grain bins,
and a window Is placed In each end of
the cupola. Double sliding doors are
used at the ends of the driveway,
these doors being hung on roller bear
ing hangers mounted on protected
The contents of this
steel tracks.
building represents a good share of
the farmer's profits, so that a small
Investment In lightning protection Is
At least one
money wisely spent.
lightning rod should be used, mounted

Driver Should Make Detour to
Escape It Some "Don'ts"
for the Caretaker.

The life and health of a motor car,
.Ike godliness In men, is
closely akin

well-bein-

lack-luste-

Six-lig-

body.

Never dry the surface with soapy
water on It. Rinse all soap and soapsuds off before drying.
cloth.
Never use any
Chamois skin has a high cost, but is
cheapest in the end.
Never employ a roundabout circular
rotary motion in polishing the car. A
straight out, back and forth, piston
thrust Is what should be used.
Never use hot water on the car.
Wash with cold water.
Sure Restorers.
Never accept Tom, Dick and Hnrry'a
"sure restorer," of the original factory sheen and luster. Mark Twain
said that everybody has a "certain
cure for colds." So almost every driver and garugekeeper Implicitly avows
his body polish to be the best for the
cnr. Dead men tell- no tales ; neither
does the Injured finish on a car.
Shun all such as Billy Sunday flees
Old Nick. Instead buy some boiled linseed oil ; never use the unboiled oil.
It will not do. Also some furniture
wax and let elbow grease do the rest.
The varnished part is first washed,
cleansed, rinsed and dried, then the
boiled oil is lightly applied and ribbed
completely off. The lighter metal parts
ca the peuk of the cupola roof and will be thus restored like new; the
If heavier parts can be still further fingrounded by the shortest route.
the equipment within the building con- ished with the furniture wax massists of any extensive metal parts, saged to a highly lustrous polish.
Bough, heavy soaps, full of alkali,
should also be grounded
these
also eat into the varnish and coats of
through the lightning rod conductor.
The building must, of course, con- the body. You will avoid this In maniform to any special demands made curing your car by heating a gallon
water Into which is stirred a pound
upon it by the , elevating machinery of
In general, the
which Is selected.
cupola must be constructed so that
corn and grain may be delivered by
DEVICE SAVES LIVES
chute to the cribs and bins from the
The floor must, for
elevator head.
some elevators, be constructed with
a pit under the elevator shaft. There
Is sufficient headroom In the driveway
so that the front of the wagon may
be jacked up In unloading.
Minor
changes In such a building are easily
made, but the principal point to be
considered Is the strength of the structure.
This building has been very
carefully designed for strength with
economy of materials considered. The
farmer will do well to be sure that
any building which he intends to erect
for a similar purpose be carefully
checked over by someone who has experience in the construction of grain
loads and the strength of building materials.
rough-flbere-

d

fjf

winter. Grain is spouted down to the
fanning mill, cleaned, graded and
spouted back to the bins by machinery.
A cup elevator is built In the cen
ter of the building which takes grain
from the boot on the floor, elevates It
to the cupola and deposits It In a hopper. From this hopper the small grains
are delivered by spout to the different
grain bins and ear corn is distributed
In tbe same way to the different parts
of the four cribs.
Because the load of the grain when
the bins are full is considerable, this
structure must be strongly built. The
foundations are important, and must
be proportioned to carry the load without settling. The foundation walls and
footings and the floors are of concrete.
The foundation wall extending around
the outside of the building Is made
solid with footings two feet wide by
eight Inches deep. There are two cross
foundation walls under the Interior
bents which support the joists under
the grain bins. These cross walls are
carried down to footings two feet wide
by one foot deep. The concrete driveway is laid at grade, only enough excavation' being made to prepare the
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Plan.

soil for the concrete slob. The concrete la laid about one foot six Inches
above grade under the corn cribs, except for the trough along the center
of each crib, the bottom of which is
only slightly above grade. This trough
has vertical sides and Is used for the
heller drag and also for ventilating
There is also a sheller
purposes.
feeder on the market which consists of
chain conveyor with suitable operating mechanism which la Installed In
these troughs, a dividing partition being built Into the trough so that the
working length of the conveyor runs
In the upper part of the trough, while
the lower part serves as return for
the chain. In operation, the corn Is allowed to drop Into the upper part of
the trough while the conveyor chain
la In motion, by removing boards laid
over the trough when the crib la being
filled, and It la then carried out of the
end of the trough and fed to the
beller.
Metal sockets are used to hold the

i

All In the Family.
At a recent dinner, given. in his he
by the Society of Kentuckians in
New York, Champ Clark, responding
to the address of welcome, told this

story:

He said that the corner of the old
state in which he was born had In It
quite a colony of members of the family that gave Abe Lincoln to the na-

tion. They were as poor as were most
of the residents of the neighborhood
In those early days. One of the more
prosperous members of the tribe was
an uncle of the future emancipator.
This man, so Champ Clark said, had a
good share of the wit and the common
sense and some of the physical characteristics of his great nephew.
"As a small boy," said the narrator.
"I remember the old fellow very well.
One night as he slept In his log cabin,
his wife nudged him into wakefulness;
and then he heard a sound of squawking In the henhouse.
"Get up quick P said the wife.
'Somebody's after our chickens. Take
your gun and shoot at 'em before they
get away.'
" No," said the old man as he settled
back In bed; 1 reckon Td rather not
do that I might kill some of the kin
folks.' " Saturday Evening Post
Oeese are very hardy and free from
diseases and Insect nests.

RED CROSS HEADS

WESTERN

RANGE EWES FOR FARM FLOCKS

OH WESTERN TOUR

AUTOS

Tbe commonly used rubber hose Is
perhaps the best method of cleaning
the lower portions of the car, such as
wneeis, running gear, muuguuras, etc.
But it is positively injurious when
used on the body and highly finished
surfaces, says a writer in the American Motorist. The force with which
tbe stream of water impinges on the
surface causes the sand and dirt adhering to tbe body to be driven Into
the varnish, destroying its brilliancy,
and no amount of polishing and rubbing will restore Its former luster. The
body should be washed with lukewarm
soap and water and Immediately dried
with a soft chamois. Many owners
use a mixture of cylinder oil and kerosene which they apply on the body,
Another
rubbing it dry afterwards.
scheme is to use a mixture of boiled
linseed oil and turpentine applied
sparingly and rubbed absolutely dry.
Tbe use of this polish will restore even
an old car to a degree of splendor that
will please the user.

Mud Is Natural Foe of Machinery and

to cleanliness, writes Dr. Leonard
Keene Hirshberg of Johns Hopkins
university In American Motorist. The
sweetness and purity of its appearance
are intimately associated with the
g
length of its life, the friction and
of Its component anatomy. Ton
cannot keep your car too clean or the
sheen on Its body too well polished.
Motorists ere now are familiar with
the axiom, "Spread yourself In oil and
save your metal." This Is only the ap
plication to the motor cor of the over
worked and age-olallusion to medical
advice, "An ounce of prevention will
save a pound of cure."
Show me a
dirty, soiled
machine and I will make the prophecy
of a short shift and rapid depreciation
r
of the car. Dirt,
and a
dulled car body spell worse than rapid
loss of value.
Don'ts for Caretaker.
Never run the car In the mud if a
detour will permit you to escape It,
Mud is the natural foe of machinery.
Never use rough cloths with which
to wipe, clean or polish your car,
Never use an excess of oil or body
polish. It collects dust and turns It
Into grit.
Never use muddy or soiled water
with which to wash your car.
Never fold a top down when it is
wet.
Never allow mud to remain on a car
one moment longer than is absolutely
possible.
Never allow mud, if possible, to dry
on the cnr. Wash off immediately with
cold water.
Never dig, scrape, chisel or shovel
mud from the polish. It destroys the
varnish and paint.
Never use force for any purpose. A
weak solution of soda will cajole tbe
toughest mud and grease from tbe

OF CLEANING

Rubber Hose la Best for Use en Lower
Portions of Car, But Is Injurious
to Surfaces.

CANNOT KEEPCAR TOO CLEAN

dust-fille-

h

METHOD

tical Suggestions.

d

Plan.

Second-Floo- r

and half of soap. Tula la your stock
solution of soap for the chassis, body,
and other parts. It should, of course,
always be applied with a soft, silky
sponge, rinsed off with clear, cold water, and dried with a chamois skin.

CARE FORAN AUTO

Ptan to

Visit Cities in Which

ivision

D-

Headquarters Are
Located.

RENDER

ACCOUNT TO PEOPLE

War Council

Proposes to Let Publli

Know

How $100,000,000 Fund
for Relief Work Is Being

Utilized.

Washington. At the request of the
Bed Cross war council, Henry P. Davison, chairman of the council, and
Harry D. Gibson, general manager of
the American Ited Cross, have undertaken a tour through the West, In the
course of which they will visit points
at which division managers of the Red
Cross have been stationed. The purpose of the trip is to meet with representatives of Hed Cross chapters, also
with those who have contributed to
Ited Cross funds and with the public
generally. It Is ulso the purpose of
the war council to render an account
of Its stewardship, to Interest the
In the work of the Ited Cross
DEMOUNTABLE RIM IS HANDY peopleto
and
let tbe public know Just how
the $100,000,000 war fund Is being utiMeans Provided for Easy and Rapid lized.
Interchange of Other Tires CarBeginning at St. Louis October 22,
ried by Such Rims.
the schedule for the trip called for
large meetings to be held successively
Tbe Scientific American, In Illustrat at Denver,
San Francisco, Seattle,
ing and decrlblng a demountable rim, Minneapolis, Chicago and Cleveland.
the invention of A. Allgrun, 157 East
Purpose of the Trip.
Blackwell street, Dover, N. J., says :
In announcing the purpose of the
This invention relates particularly
to demountable rims providing for the trip, Mr. Davison authorized the fol
statement:
eusy and rapid Interchange of other lowing
"With the division of the United
States Into thirteen districts, each
headed by a successful business man
serving this couutry through the Ited
Cross during the war, the Bed Cross
organisation In this country Is now
complete. Also special Bed Cross mis
sions, made up of competent and sympathetic American citizens have now
arrived and are at work on behalf of
the American Ited Cross In France,
Great Britain, Russia, Italy, Kouiua
nla and Serbia.
"Collections to the war fund of the
Red Cross up to October 1 amounted
to $04,424,232.90, of which $0,209,500.57
has been refunded to chapters to provide for their own Bed Cross activities.
Up to that time the war council bad
Demountable Rim.
appropriated from the war fund $25,'
tires carried by such rims. It provides 000,870.41. The Red Cross membership
a speciul rim construction for a wheel, has just become more than four mil
said rim construction including a pair Hon. Iucluded in that membership are
of
and relatively movable hundreds of thousands of American
rims, one of which is fixed to the felly women who are knitting, making sur
and the other of which carries the tire gical dressings and comfort kits. The
and is removably connected to tbe sta Red Cross war council Is seeking to
render an account of Its stewardship
tionary rim.
to the American people In the most
GET CARBON FROM CYLINDER effective manner possible. It Is giving
frequent announcements of Its actlvl
Removal May Be Accomplished With fies and every fact concerning the
work of the lied Cross Is available to
out Injuring Mechanism If Few
everybody. We now wish to go a step
Precautions Are Taken.
farther and give a detailed account of
Auto owners who wish to remove our stewardship, as well as to advise
carbon from the gas engine cylinder with Bed Cross workers nnd support
ers throughout the country as to Bed
by means of a carbon flame may do
so without injuring the mechanism if Cross policy and methods. We have
the following precautions suggested by felt that this could best be done by ap
the department of agricultural engi- pearing face to face before audiences
neering of the NebrasKa College of Ag- of representative citizens, telling the
Ited Cross story, answering questions,
riculture are observed :
The radiator must be filled with wa and ourselves gaining a more complete
ter In order to keep water around the knowledge of public sentiment.
Would Inform Public.
cylinder walls and valves.
Both valves must be closed and the
"We are extremely anxious that the
piston Is placed at the top of the people at lurge should be fully In
cylinder to confine the oxygen in the formed as to the methods and policies
combustion chamber.
in handling the great fund
If compressed air is at hand after adopted
with which the Red Cross war council
burning the carbon out, the engine Is has been Intrusted and also that all
turned over until the exhaust valve is
policies and activities of the Bed Cross
open, and a Jet of air introduced into should be In accord with a fully Inthe cylinder to blow all loose particles formed
sentiment. The
of carbon which will prevent It from of this publicIs not to solicit purpose
subscripproper seating, and so impair the tions or trip
to take collections, although
compression.
we expect to give to the American
people the latest advice we have received as to conditions in France,
Bussia, Boumunla, Italy and Serbia.
OF THOSE STRUCK
"Our reports Indicate that the American Red Cross bus an opportunity to
lend a helping hand and to carry a
practical message of cheer to suffering
humanity such us no philanthropic undertaking In the history of the world
has ever had before."
Accompanying Mr. Davison and Mr.
Gibson on this trip Is Rev. Robert Davis of Knglewood, N. J., who has Just
returned from France, having gone to
Paris with the American Red Cross
commission In Muy.

f

Women Rule Hospitals Now.
In the days before 1014 women were
rare In military hospitals. Today, ex-

BENGAL SHEEP ENJOYING LIFE AT BELT8VILLE, MD.
(From the United States Department
Agriculture.)

(j

Al

---

.

high-tensio-

1

to the reg-

ulations governing tbe Interstate shipment of sheep, are free from sheep
scab or other communicable diseases.
They can ordinarily be purchased
through commission men on such central markets as Chicago, Omnha, Kansas City, East St. Louis, St Paul, St
Joseph, etc., or direct from the range
breeders. Organizations Interested in
effecting an Increase in farm flocks
have arranged to sell Western ewes to
Eastern farmers at cost
Regardless of how they are purchased, the buyer should Insist that the
stock be healthy, sound of teeth, and
have good udders and teats.
Publications of Value.
Farmers' Bulletin No. 57(5, entitled
"Breeds of Sheep for the Farm," will
assist the owner of grade ewes in the
selection of a purebred ram to head
the flock. This bulletin discusses the
different breeds, their characteristics
and adaptabilities.
Advice on the different kinds of equipment to be used
on the sheep farm can be obtained
from Farmers' Bulletin No. 810 dealing with "Equipment for Farm Sheep
Raising." These bulletins can be pro
cured free by writing to the department of agriculture, Washington, D. C.

FALL PLOWING WILL

practice. Bloke small shocks that will
turn water.
Leave until favorable
weather conditions prevail before putting in mow or stack. Some of the
most progressive farmers use shock
covers but for the average farmer, the
original cost of these and the work required for their proper use, is prohibitive.
For hay to be safe for storage In
mow the moisture content must be reduced to at least 20 per cent This
point can be determined by taking a
small wisp of hay and twisting. If no
moisture comes out and It breaks readily It can be safely stored.
Probably more alfalfa hay Is stacked
in Kansas than is stored in sheds and
it is Important that the stack be con
structed properly. In building a circular stack the sides should be given
a fairly prominent bulge and the middle should be well tramped as more
hay Is lost through poorly packed centers than in any other way. The top
should be fairly well rounded and
when settled should show good form.
If some marsh hny or slough can be
secured it Is advisable to cover with
this In order to shed water and to prevent excessive losses during rainy
weather and before the stack is well
settled.

market-t-

opping

PROVE PROFITABLE
Proper Condition for
Season
Destroys
Coming
Grubs and Cutworms.

Puts Soil

It

(Tly

I

in

M. BENNINGTON.)

will soon be time to demonstrate
to the amateur the value of the late
plowing that the foreslghted man did
during the late months of last year.
There is none of the fnncy natural
setting about the fall work that Is
found In the spring, but the man who
thought nhend and prepared his ground
will soon enjoy nn advantage In the
form of a much eorller crop, and In
the satisfaction of having completed
the job while he was at it that the
less energetic and thoughtful farmer
will not know.
During the first favorable days of
spring the disk and harrow work will
be done, nnd the earth will be broken
with all of the riches that the fall
work bestowed. There are so many
workers who do not understand the
value of this Initial work that at the
opening of the new year the resolution
ought to be made to take a leaf from
the book of experience and make this
year count on scientific lines.
The fall work will put the ground In
proper condition for the coming sen
son.
Grubs and cutworms and all
of the bug tribe that come to harrass
and annoy the farm worker will get
short shrift when the plow turns them
up to the mercies of the cold weather
that is to follow. And then the vegetable matter that Is plowed under will
have time to decay and blend with the
Where the plowing
soil thoroughly.
done on rough, hilly soil the fur
rows Will catch and hold a large
amount of moisture that would other
wise be lost by reason of the conformation of the ground.

USE SPECIAL CARE
IN CURING ALFALFA
Has Been Cut and Still
Green, Best Not to Turn It
While Wet With Rain.

If Crop

Particular care should be used In
cept for the doctors and the patients,
the military hospital Is almost a nun- curing alfalfa under adverse weather
conditions, asserts R. K. Bonnctt, innery.
This Is one of the chief revolutions structor In crops in the Kansas Statu
wrought by modern warfare. The men Agricultural college.
If alfalfa has Just been cut and is
who used to act as orderlies are restill
green. It is best not to turn it
someBut
for
the
line.
fighting
quired
wet by ruin. It should be left
thing more than this. The women who when
took their places do the work Infinite- in the swath until favorable weather
conditions prevail. Providing hay has
ly better.
a
dried enough on top It should be
In the Third London General hosturned, preferably with a side delivery
pital at Wandsworth you find something ilk 500 women attending to the rake and allowed to dry in the wind
needs of 2.000 wounded men. This row. Allow the surface to become dry
OPENING ARMS THROW PEDESTRIAN ASIDE.
number Includes 150 trained nurses, before turning the alfalfa under and
137 probationers, 123 scrubbers. 50 or- keep turning until all the huy is dry
Being struck by a speeding automobile may not be necessarily fatal. If
to observe. If
g
device Invented by Joseph M. derlies, 33 clerks. 10 waitresses, 0 mas- are important points
the car happens to beequipped with a
seurs and 5 cooks.
bay has been bunched and is wet by
'
Crichrion of Monterey, Cal.
The presence of women In a mili- rain, open up the bunches as soon as
The device consists of a shield of two arms attached to the front of the
the top is dry and allow sun and wind
machine. These arms automatically release when they come in contact with tary hospital has a psychological value. to blow
Not only does the wounded man rethrough It
to
one
side.
obstacle
a
and
throw
the
as
such
pedestrian,
anything,
Under the weather conditions of the
The invention' was tried out with an auto speeding at 25 miles an hour, act to the tenderness of a woman, but last few
weeks, shocking hay is good
his better nature responds to her finer
with great success.
sensibilities. London Chronicle.
Denotes Healthy Horse.
Supply Unlimited.
Novel Speedometer.
High Tension Wire Care.
Aside
from the fact that necessary
n
The
wire which goes
Madge If we'd been Included In the
A novel speedometer can be set to
strength is derived from eating heartmade
the
have
would
never
should
to
from
coll
conscription
girls
car
of
and
prea
spark
plug
the
speed
regulate
even a better showing than the boys. ily the fact that a horse has a good
vent Its being run more than a certain be allowed to get water or
Indicates that his digestive
MarJorle Of course we would. Look appetite
distance.
are In good order and that he
at all the girls who never get over organs
Trouble In Getting Car.
has a good strong constitution.
Town Topics.
Sometimes s man will admit that thirty
Trouble From Loose Contacts.
Loose contacts always cause trouble, the most trouble he has had with his
Comfortable Hog House.
Net an Expert
and they and fraszled wire ends should car was In getting It
If
the
can
beat
food
hog bouses are not
"You
the
speculators
not be tolerated.
and rendered rainproof, the pigs
by raising your owa vegetables next
Bright Automobile 'Warnings.
rill suffer later on. Warm bouses are
Automobile warnings on the roads year."
8 tones Gather Rubber. '
"Maybe so. but I doabt It I aever cheaper than corn, and cold takes off
Bolting stones gather rubber from In some parts of Ohio resemble huge
the plumber any y trying te e the fat
checkerboards.
the tires.
Ibeat
lumbinc

m.,A

of stomach worms, and, thanks

The demand for breeding ewes has
exhausted the local supply In many sec
tions, the United States department of
agriculture finds. Western range ewes
are being used to start farm flocks in
the corn belt and In the East. In the
corn belt these ewes have already
proved their ability to produce
lambs when mated to good
rams of mutton-breed- s
and when well
cared for during the winter and after
lambing. They may be expected to do
well on the farms east of the corn belt
and on hilly pastures of tbe Appalachian mountain system.
Use Care in Selecting Ewes.
In purchasing these ewes care should
be taken to obtain those with sound
teeth, udders that are soft and pllnble,
and teats that are sound and have no
hard cores. Ewes from one to three
years of age are to be preferred. These
ewes may be in thin condition but
should suffer no discrimination on this
account alone. If thin they cost less
per head than If fat, and the flesh
needed to put them In good condition
can be put on by the purchaser more
cheaply than it can be bought in the
open market.
These ewes are usually free from

HELPING HONEY BEE
IS ACT OF KINDNESS
Neglect to Provide Water Is as
Culpable as to Cut Off Food
Supply Other Hints.
(By W. H. UNDERWOOD.)

We take pleasure in kindness In various ways to tbe higher domestic animals, well knowing that there is profit
in this humane treatment but that it
should extend to bees may come as a
new thought to many.
Neglect to provide drink is as culpable as to cut off the food supply and yet
the bees are In, many Instances, wholly disregarded in this respect
Yet the Insects pluckily shift for
themselves In such cases, and they may
be found congregated about the vilest
places, If they happen to contain moisture, not because they do not prefer
pure water hut because it Is not convenient to obtain.
You may have noticed how they invariably H ck about the watering
trough, if it happens to stand in the
nclghhorhord of the hives, showing
plainly thnt water is necessary, and
can you full to appreciate how many
are drowned In this effort to get a
drink?
A fountain for their special accom
modation is so easily made that It
is really wicked as well as wasteful to
neglect It Cover a pan or other shal
low dish with wire screen cloth and
keep the dish filled with water, placing it in a shady place where it will
keep as cool as possible. The bees
can get the moisture through the
screen and yet there Is no possibility
of their drowning.
Another hardship through pure neg
lect and one which often results disastrously, is a failure to keep the grass
mowed in front of the hives.
How would you like to have such an
obstacle in your path when coming
home tired and heavily laden T

Trim Hoofs of Colts.
Hoofs of colts should be trimmed
In case they become crooked or larger
on one side than the other. If they
are neglected, the hoof may crack and
lameness will result A knife or rasp
may be used for trimming them.
Select Seed In Field.
Select your seed corn In the Held
front strong, healthy stalks; dry It
thoroughly and store In a dry place
for the winter. Cheap seed corn may
be very dear.
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FRIDAY OCTOBER 2G, 1917
GREAT LAWYER

NEW MEXICO SUBSCRIBES

DIES

John Franklin died Monday evening in a sanitarium in Battle Creek,
where he had gone some tim ; 30
for treatment. On page one of this
issue is a news story from the Li
Paso "Times" telling of the death.
Comparatively few people know that
he was rated the great st trial law- yer in the southwest, so unassuming
and naturally retiring was the man.
Nobody ever received so much as
a hint from John Franklin that John
Franklin was in the front rank as a
lawyer.
A native of Mississippi, the body
was taken hack to Columbus to be
interred in the family plot. That is
18 miles from my grandfather's old
homestead, where he located when
he came out from North Carolina.
It was in th summer of 190.1, in the
southern part of New Mexico, that
I first bei;an to watch John Franklin's work in court.
He was
then in the d' fenre of a man
Mi
murder.
with
handling
charged
of the c.s- was so adroit na to command attention. I did not know until ftunc y 'MA l
t'iat his peojil;:
-.
f my prop!.-- ,
had
and th. t fact, wlifn I did lenrn il,
e m y interest in his
did
work.
d
I!
his tinp and
tr, t'n.
lo tin pr-- . tee f the
l ivith
Viw v.n
of lhpriclcc H(
wo.ild have l een a povv- politics.
erful fact"! in politics, if li had
cbesen to pl.iv the game. There was
in his smile, and
a lot of sunfliinhe was always able to smil
Ho helollsjed almost as much to
New Mexico us to Texas, notwithstanding he h.id lived for m.iny
years in El Paso. A great lawyer
and a very fine genMrman, N?w
Mexico and Fl Paso could
to lose John Franklin.
-

its
New Mexico will tubscrib
uoU cf tne Second Liberty Loan,
according to all the indications this
afternoon. Elsewhere in this issue
wi
be fOUnd the amounts which
n;no of the counties in north :rn New
Mexico are expected to subscribe,
Reports had not been received by
Council of Defenss from all of
to this after- .thege nine counties up
i
i
noon, but tnoso wnicn ma repun
showed satisfactory progress,
Covernor W. E, Lindsey and United States Senator A. A. Jones both
took part in ths big rally which
was held in Santa Fe Tuesday night.
Governor Lindsey lighted the bon-- I
fire in front of the Palace of the
Governors and then made a five-- I
minute talk; Senator Jon's made a
stirring appeal at the meeting which
was held a little later at the court

ji

j

THE OTHER FELLOW SAYS

i

.

Now that the Estancia valley farmers were doubling their efforts to
increase
the production of foodNORTHERN NEW MEXICO
stuffs; now that the business men
all over the valley are advertising
WILL SUBSCRIBE
the resources and possibilities of our
county, and now that the people of
New Mexico lies within two fed- the neighboring states are coming
eral reserve districts. Nina of th here in large numbers every day, to
counties in the upper part belong build homes and produce, the disto the Kansas City federal reserve mantling of this road would be most
bank, the other 19 to the bank at detrimental to the business interests
Dallas.
in the county. Willard Record.
The quota which the several counPostmaster General Burleson says
ties af j to subscribe to bonds of
the Second Liberty Loan of 1917 are the newspapers may condemn and
the administration all they
criticise
computed by these two banks, and
are based upon the wealth of the please, but must not oppose con-- i
rription, interfere with enlistments,
counties, as indicated by the resources of the banks cf ths counties.
discourage the government loans or
Letters of inquiry addressed by circulate the infamous lie that the
the Council of Defense to the Dal- government of the United States was
las bank remain unanswered, con- influenced by Wall Street or the
into going to war
sequently the Council of Defense munition makers
does not have any authentic inform- - with Germany. Las Cruces Republic.
ation as to the quota of the 19 counJudge Holloman of Santa Fe, a
ties lying within that federal disformer well known attorney at
trict.
seems to be clamping the
The maximum amounts allotted lid down
tight on things over at the
to the nine northern counties are as
capital city, lie is being attacked
follows;
those
having interests interfered
by
460100
Colfax
with and will have the fight of his
119,100
life, but he shows signs of being
McKinley
Tueumcari Sun.
a stayer.
Mora
34,900
Rio Arriba
18,800
San Juan
54,300
Postage rates will be up after the
San Miguel
first of November so you had better
437,000
Fe
write a lot of letters in the meanSanta
304,400
Taos
15,000
time rather than do like the old lady
Union
221,400
the newspapers recently told of. She
bad heard that postage was to come
so she laid in a large supply of
THE HAND OF LINCOLN up
two cent stamps to fortify herself
against the raise. Alnmogordo News.
The. high patriotism
of some of our
. ,
Did ynn know that over
i
tonr- hundred
n an advertise,men, of the Naliona
rs have passed through Mari
Hank of Commerce, of New York,
ililctri during the vear TJ17, anc! th
appearing in the "Literary Digest" if th present rale of travel is keiTi
for Oct 20. This bank paid $1,210
the rest of t lie year, that
for the privilege of putting before th i'P rduring
ear.s will have
three thoti-arAmerican public a message of just
:
i
i.
i
l: si d through the town ? Magda-- i
i:i
i.c

Mobilizing for the War
Your Uncle Sam is getting ready to fight.
All over the country, hundreds of thousands of artisans are busy with war preparations,
fflf warships are sliding off the ways; navy yards and arsenals are working night and day;
'great mobilization camps are springing up a3 if by magic; everywhere the vast resources of
the Nation are being gathered together for war.
All over the Bell telephone system, thousands of employes are busily engaged in all
branches of telephone activity, to keep pace with the extraordinary telephone needs of the
Nation. Everywhere poles are being set and wire3 strung, central office equipment increased,
new long distance lines constructed between important points and telephone facilities increased.
The greater and more varied the Government's war activities become, the greater will be
the demands upon the Bell system for service. With the increased Government requirements,
there will be greater demands for commercial strvice.
The scarcity of material and labor havo set definite limits to the amount of new construction, and the naed3 of the individual must be subordinated to those of the Nation.
It is going to be harder to cupply new telephones, extension telephones and to put up wire

Santa Fe county will no doubt sell
thousand dollars' worth
- fifty-odtomorrow that is required to mint
up its t;uita of $304,f!O0, which was
nit has d on normal hanking
us and therefore was too hii'h.
to new telephone stations, because of the vast amount of telaphone equipment devoted to tho
flov Srou's of the city have worked
service of the Government, and because the Bell organization has contributed heavily to the
ci ily end late, rendering service of
ews .
b't'
.
L
I t M
a
draft, and many of our technically trained men Lave voluntarily joined the colors.
the luirhf. t value. Up to 4 o'clock orf iii inr;5i orr ,ine
second iiocny ldhq
this af' 'noon their sabs had reach- of mlWhen you use t!:e telephone, we ask you to remerrbcr the patriotic strvice we are renders
his
President
given
Wibo,
ed a lot.il of J 1.7,000.
the Government, he extraordinary conditions we are facing, and to help us maintain good
At the top of the advertisement.
ing
fl.
the
of
th"
to
It is !o!i?ved Arizona will evced which is
is a drawing from- v j( in .,
service by a conservative w,o of your telephone and equipment.
M'lic that "agita-:r- e
ln;ty
its (i acta by a sub stantial margin. lh cast of the band of Lincoln, made:
is scdi- a
for
t0!1
peace
of
F.1
prenit
The city of
Paso, at noon
m IKDtl by Leonard
v. volK.
ine(jnn" p,MIv!for 1 theere nevertorwas any
its
had oversubscribed
Tlwrsday,
is as . Hows:
wording
peace
ift;fir;.tton
plea
workers
the
and
ounta by $5TS,fOO,
as Cruces Citi- The Hand Of Abraham Lincoln.
without victory"had shown no sins of relaxing their
?rtl.
for us here to be
"It is
efforts.
dedicated to the great task
Thii is tb' way the southwest resArkansas shows up with seven
us
before
that govponds to the call of the nation.
mirion bushels of rice and Senator SACRAMENTO MOUNTAIN
ernment of the people, by the
into her work. The letter is as fol- LA FOLLETTE WILL NOT
Then consider, by contract, (omi of
tlarth has produced about as many
the people, shall not
lows
DISTRICT
IS
PRODUCING
people, f
TOLERATE PATRIOTISM
valthe eminent citizens of New York
in
Estancia
the
bushels of beans
from the earth."
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"My dear Mr. Simms: I am just
100 CARLOADS POTATOES
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trouble
ity. Mi rris HUlnuit, Socialist canbe
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to
in
Lincoln
Abraham
of
12th.
of
notice
the
belongs
receipt
your
a
didate for mayor, has not boujlit
Mr. La Follette
this year. Albuquerque
to starve
apparently has
I am glad indeed that
tin ,'i'jrs,
The deathless spirit
you are
made up his mind to conduct a
Farmers of the Sacramento moun- Liberty Bond and proclaims that ho
Journal.
his hand as it wrote
Vmnv
that
Mr.
is
Hoover
who
guided
COURT ORDER STANDS
do
to
intend
"I do not
will not.
fains resnonderl noblv to the anneal infr the
and merciless investigation
these words remains, a heritage
("Hoover") cards. All of my thorough
the war," he
It is reported that the bloodhounds of the country for more food
The New Mexico Central railroad anything to advance man
tli.it none can take away from
children know who Mr. Hoover is of congress and the country, to see
askwho
to
a
said
G.
that all foolish patriotism is properfrom "Uncle Tom's cording to W.
be
Roe, who is just and what he is doing.
is not to be sold until the
Jtide us.Citizens of the United States of Cabin." discarded
his position.
The next thinpt we know' bark from a visit among his friendi
which
has ed him
"I have had a list of the things ly exposed and punished. He indiExport corporation,
RanWilliam
is
who
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in
of
the
cates
that the presumptuous millions
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on
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the
some one will stand
America you, who reail this:
that we should save on the blackbought the bonds, puts up a bond dolph Hearst's candidate for mayor,
Following the national appeal last board since the second week of who have dared to monkey with the
the frozen ice and throw kcwpie
to guarantee th ; continued operabefore
Government
you
lays
your
bisni'ht fiOO of the first bonds and
Art is not what
do'ls at Kliza.
spring for more food, Mr. Koe, as school. The children are even now La Follette buzz saw shall be methtion of the railroad.
its I'.omls of the Second Liberty
chairman of the agricultural commit
strafed.
u cd to he. Lawrence Journal.
I.na n.
This was the ruling made last Fri- $100 of this issue.
enthusiastic over the "soldier" odically and completely
tee nf the Tt P'icr, elifinih., rif enti quite
Santa Fe New Mexican.
Yours is the most wonderful
who
did not go to France but is do
day afternoon by Judge Kecd Hollo-man- ,
tells us hat tnc cnemica s meree, maue a personal appeal to ;
BASEBALL STARS KELP
at ,,orne anj
presiding in the First District
t by stavi
,lis
privilege thai has been reserved
Sweden explains, but it's like the
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the human bodv arc worth the Sacramento farmers to planti Irish
for any man for. as your hand
the American people in the cowboy
courts, at Im close of a hearing.
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Southwestern railroad.
'.oliol alone. Montague,
made by telegraph upon Jud'o Lorin Second Liberty Loan of 1917. Christy
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have
to
seems
saw also that the dismantling of
d in The El aminer, has written to the banks an
t,m cnrriPd a
restaurants, Bevo has found a welcome place in tho
safely razor. Probably the next step the potato crop. The farmers find
the road would provj to be nothing pa0 "Herald" of Tuesday, calling admirable
home. A family beverage a guest offering a table
appeal in favor of th will be to .photograph it on the that freight is so high it eats up
less than a calamnity to the people upon
wake
to
citizens
a
drink that goes perfectly with all food.
up Second Liberty Loans. The widest bread.
much of their profit if they ship the
Springer Stockman.
of New Mexico, and particularly to to t,e periroojf tnj, nBtion, and
a suggestion for Sunday supper Sweet red or
As
of publicity has been given
potatoes any great distance, while
who are residents of and in- - veBt heavily in bonds of the Second range
green peppers stuffed with cream cheese and
this
of
the
banks
to
are
if
the
lines
sell
appeal,
behind
many
enemies
thi
find
home
at
Our
them
they
terested in the Estancia valley, i ;l..,v
nf i917 The Daire con- chopped nuts or olives, served on lettuce leaves.
newspapers run it doing more charging than those in a glutted market at present. El Paso
There was no desire on Judge Hollo-man- tains 192 words, but the ad is one having the local
French dressing. Cold meat. Toasted crackers.
ad.
Hoover.? El Herald.
Mr.
Where's
front.
di,pay
or
to
a
an
work
Bevo for everyone. A beverage that tastes like no
hardship
which the ireneral run of readers can
part
Paso Herald.
other soft drink. Pure, wholesome and nutritious.
injustice upon anyone. He believed hardly avoid reading.
How happy Herr La Follette and
that the railroad, somewhat reconOTERO COUNTY TEACHER
Bevo
the
soft drink.
a
One former Mexican general is
Herr Hearst must have felt when they
structed and skilfully managed, could
Sold in oorres only and bottlad excnsi vejr by
IS HELPING UNCLE SAM
The Germans made threats of ter received the news
'
private in the American army, where
one
be made a dividend earner; and rible
of
that
the
Anheuser-BuscSt. Louis
TO WIN WORLD WAR
vengeance to be visited upon fatherland's trusty
had des- he will have fewer honors but more
would be of inestimable value in the
Great Britain. And then, in the
the Antilles, an American regular meals. Socorro Chieftain.
troyed
development of New Mexico's naturout the threat,
County Superintendent Lacy Simms
t'mpt to carry
al resources.
transport, sending some 67 of the The
one-haof her available American
is in receipt of a letter which all
airplane bill was passed
dogs to Davy Jones'
With all thess : thingsl in view. many lost
raid.
in
a
single
I i
or(jer'
any attempt to load it with pro- who have seen it agree is good
I ' I
hibition as a rider. Knoxville
If
enough to be published for the benej .
.oiuns.
at ORDNANCE BOARD IS
wnicn aireciea
juaia
fit of all. It is from a little lady in
and Tribune.
is
and
death
special master, not to proceed with
the
Death,
penonly,
the lower end of the county who is
STILL EVOLVING RIFLE;
the sale until further order of the
La
a
for
is
a
traitor.
Follette
alty
Thank heaven there is no nation teaching a small school ai:d who is
24B
court. The hearing Friday aft
PLANTS STANDING IDLE traitor. Thers is no desire on our
n
enough to fight a
evidently throwing her whole soul
was for the purpose of asking the
part to recommend anything extra big
court to vacate the original order,!
(Staff Correspondence)
or fancy for this
of sedi- series with the winner of the war.
six tion. The plain, preacher
is montague.
thereby permitting the special mast-- j Washington. Oct. 20.
straight
penalty
er to proceed with the sale. F. C. m mlhs and fifteen days after the good enough.
bill that
Passing a $11,000,000,000
Wilson, r presenting the Federal Ex- - declaration of war against Germany,
doesn't provide for the macadamizcvolvis
still
War
the
contended
that
the
Department
port corporation,
The El Paso & Southwestern sys ing of a since southern creek takes
court was without authority to stop inii a rule.
tem is
for $500,000 in all the joy out of congressional life.
Ilv decree of the Ordanre Hoard, bonds ofsubscribing
and prevent the sale of the propthe Second
Loan.
Boston Transcript.
the cliiaf small arm of the United Of this amount. El PasoLiberty
erty.
will receive
The one principal conclusion from
Judge Holloman holds that the States forces shall be a remodelled
credit
for
$200,000, the balance being
nil these revelations of German in
authority of the court is adequate, Fr.iield. shooting Sprinafiidd ammudivided
remains in the Arizona. between New Mexico and trigues is that Germany sunk a whole
and he declined to vacate th . or- nition. Th's
And
it
until
of
ilevcl.iti'netit.
throes
the
sale.
which
iginal orde.,
stopped
lot of money in a series ot very
'noor mvcstmcnts.-- F.I Taso Herald,
Nothing less than a reverral by the si a'l have been .rfi rt"d the cart-r!- !
nuwanb
of
$1,090,003
f.
it
subscription,
r
earn 't be made.
supreme court will afford the aueach
the
to
Second
Loan
T.
W.
Technlc-Liberty
Problems Delay
W. 's to
A0 retfing the
thority to proceed with th sal'.
Non-assessab- le
Trr,.l.!-niofcreated bv the were received in New York on last wn.. mnv be classed as one of the
$1,500,000.00
Dh.claimini; any personal feeling or
.
1, . !,.--.
r.
,.,.,,,
f
its
n
HoIIj-marriaay.
OH
deejsjoti
through
interest in the matter, Judge
if '1 a h'-o r
the Pritish F.nficld
and
rv
continued:
diplomacy. Indianapolis
25
150,000
prorifle fe.r American ammunition have NATIONAL FORESTS ARE
News.
Pin in regard to a co:;it matall
the
tied
up
practically
private
DOING MORE FOR STATE
ter, the court cannot act on out
ceeds
cerM'i'U'e-t'ias'in125
factories since the
the
Maximilian Harden
side .statements of imii iduals.
ROAD AND SCHOOL FUND Kaiser's answer to theapproves Max
of war. Five great plants
Pope.
knew lo be
If a man whom
have been marking time all summer
c
Albtumernue. Oct. 24. The 25 ner!!s evidently getting tired of staying
worth half a million dollars, a
and fal', and, by virtue of this, the cent snare of National horest re in jail so long and so often.- - Chicago
man whom 1 knew to be of the
c ammunition
armvs
ri!
is
Herald.
supply
best character, should come into
ccipts paid over to the counties of
millions of rounds behind.
New Mexico for the support of roads
court here to serve as guardian
Most folks would regard the state
Idle
Biii Plants
and schools is $58,000, which repre
of a $3 0 property I should be
As
facts
the
have
to
that
sents an increase of $23,000 over last ment that they are capable of gov'
rifles,
constrained to demand that he
""selves as a compliment
alreadv been established are briefly year, according to figures compiled
put up a bond of $400.
recalled. On the declaration of war by the Forest Service. Arizona's but the Germans are said to look
The attorney general, who is
here present is one of the perby this country the Ordnance Board share is $81,000, hich represents an upon it as an insult. Macon Telsons who has stated to me he
preempted the three private plants incease of $17,000 over last year. egraph.
As
S.
that were producing Enfield rifles School funds paid over to Arizona
has had conversations with repproductive industry is on the
for the British. It has kept them and New Mexico on account of Every
resentatives of these bond hold"le-lin- e
today and every man who
8
id'e ever since while it perfected school land
administered
ers who stated the only thing to
by the
witnout good cause is a
c.rnV.
'quits it deserter.-Chicdrawings and specifications for an
be done with this road was to
.,,!
ago
Herald,
Fnfield rife rechambercd to shoot cruing, from fo'rest receipts, are said miIitary
wreck it.
is
d
American ammunition and so
to show correspinding increases in
.
Now, then, with that opinion in
If
a" Sweden
explanation
in its parts that the output both states. An increase of 43
over
view, I entered an order. This
to
Germarr- - sh
of all three fartor'es should be
last vear is shown in the total ant5
Z"e
order may be legal and it may
.1.1.
Street
k.J . amount paid over directly into road he w.orXd 8 expcrts.-W- all
Th.,.
not. But it has got ti be pass- J
combined rapacity of 9.000 to 10000 and school funds in the two south- - Journal.
ed on by the state supreme court.
Attorneys are . often mistaken. 'rifles a dav. There is no othfr cap- - western states. Forest officers as- - "he attitude of CTancclbr Michael- aritv in
Courts are sometimes mistaken.
country for quantity cribe the increase to the more ac. .
B.
I do not intend to argue the legJ
prnitiirtlnn" nf rifles. A fw hun- - tive market for forest timber, great- - n15
IICCII I'HU
lie eviuniiiy iirts inn jcl V
drrd Sprincfields a dav are mader demand for forest range, and the
ality of Ithis order. I expect that
Inhe
thmks
on
what
the
.
subject.
v
shall call them "the
others.
in. iiiiii a, i im
'"-pel itui idoc in grazing lees pui
into effect at the betrinnir.e of the dianapolis News.
other side," will be heard later York Tribune.
on. Dut at this time there will,
year.
Mr. La Follette advocates war only
be no order, gentlemen, setting
WRIST WATCHES BOOMING
in case of invasion, and then onlv
inaside that former order. My
TRADE IN AFRICA
British And German Moral
it.
The
tention is not to set it aside unThe German troops, so we. are told after the peopleof vote, on would be
course,
army,
til the purchasers" put tip a bond
"The wrist-watc- h
has done much by their prisoners, ate Letnir diiven invading
until
wait
election
to
after
day.
for
trade."
into battle at the point of their of- glad
fo I can prevent dismantling of
Nashville Southern Lumberman.
the road, if necessary, or until
"Where is rnnr trade?"
ficers' pistols. British officers have
"It is mninly in Africa. Former'y a hard time to keen their eager What did Sweden think was
the supreme court shall settle it.
we couldn't sell a native a watch troops from charging through their sent to Berlin in her diplomatic being
My -- understanding is that the
code,
bondholders would not consider
beronse he
ro pocket? to carry I own barrage. That sums up the dif- - the baseball scores? Boston Trans.::
this proposition of a bond.
ference in morale. El Paso Herald, cript
t in. Louisville Louner-Journa- L
lb-
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Capital Stock
Fully Paid and
fer
shares of Treasury stock at cents per share the
of the stock sale to be used to construct a
ton oil flotation
mill and buy truck for to haul out oncentrates.
Buy stock in a proposition here at home, help home industries
to do so shows progressivness it will also bring in out side capital
so badly needed to develop the many natural resources of our state.
the U.
Government has guaranteed 232 cents per pound
for copper. We can guarantee
per cent on the money invested
this not saying that the above a mount is all that will be paid, for
as additional amount will be paid as a bonus.
Engineers report and samples of ore from property can be seen
at the office west side of Plaze or Joseph Hayward, Capital City
Bank Building or address.

LAHOMA COPPER CO.
Incorporated.
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Bear

R. C- Bush who recently spent
several days hunting in the White
mountains, had the pleasure of killing a very large black bear. The
animal met its fate when it met Mr.
Bush about three miles from the
base of old Baldy. He has sent the
skin to taxidermists in El Paso to
be prepared into a large rug.

War!"

pork and canned goods were substi- IUIVU UllllA kllG 11IUI C Ul IC93 BC1 IUUS
situation was averted. Cloudcroft

Such was the order that
went forth in India at the
outbreak of the world
conflict, and when a
man was needed to go
to the hill country, learn
the secrets of the savage
tribes and quell any possible uprising, Athclstan
King was chosen. Never
was a more dangerous
mission given a man
than that entrusted to

Cloudcrofter.

Electric Lights In Garage
The Central garage is this week
installing a Kobbins & Myers electric motor of 30 light capacity, for a
lighting system and storage battery
charging. Tularosa Tribune.
GUADALUPE

Boy Scouts Selling Bonds
The Boy Scouts began their campaign of selling Liberty loan bonds
today, which will continue for a
week. During the first sale of Liberty bonds, the Hoy Scouts of
sold bonds to the amount of
The scouts o this city
$23(K)0,000.
were addressed last night' by E. A.
Cahoon, of the First National bank.

River Bridge Catches Fire
The wagon bridge across the Pecos river in this city was dLicovcr-e- d
on firj Tuesday afternoon, but
through the prompt action of our
citizens it was extinguished before
considerable damage was done, al
though traffic over the bridge was
interrupted for a couple of days.
Road Supervisor B. L. Romero and
Sells 450 Head Cattle
a force of men have already reR. F. Ballard returned yesterday paired the damage.
The origin of
from his ranch near Encino, Mr. the fire is unknown.
Ballard has just sold to S. P. and
Curg Johnson 200 head of cattle, al- Freeze Kills Garden Plants
so Mr. Blanton 250 head. These catThursday night was the first freeze
tle are now being driven from En- had in Santa Rosa this fall. , It was
cino to Roswell.
very light, but killed nearly all farm
and garden plants. Santa Rosa PubDraws
Richardson
Juries
lic
Voice.
Judge
Judge G. A. Richardson drew the
grand and petit juries at three Cuervo Records Brisk Snow
o'clock this afternoon, for the Nov
As a matter of record, the Clipember term of the district court for per mentions the fact that a stiff
Chaves county.
norther blew up about 9:00 P. M.
Wednesday, Oct, 17, 1917, and was
Two Games Of Football
snowing briskly next morning the
The Roswell High school football 18th.
team left on the morning train for
Clovis, where they will play the high Binders' Running Double Shifts
school team of tint city tills afterWe have been hearing the bindnoon. The Roswell boys will play ers running day and night for the
afterthe Portnles high on tomorrow
past veek, Everybody is looking for
noon. The coach, Prof. Brock,
jack frost to visit their crops and
the team. Roswell Even- its hurry, hurry to get the feed cut
before he gets here, Cuervo Clipper,
ing News.

ing of the

Three sections deeded land at 6.50 pet
acre or will lease for tlu-e- t
years lor SJ50
per year, Plenty of water and grata, 7
ucumcan. no. w, state Kecord
miiea irom
Santa Fe, N. M.

versary of the date of contract aext M-- '
lowing tha data of tender.
Th Commissioner of Publle Land ol
New Mexico, or his agent holding
alack
aale, reaervea the right to reject any aad
all bids offered at aaid aale. Possession
under contracta of sale for the above described tracts will be ffiven on or befora
October 1st, 1918.
Witness mv hand and ther official aaal
houses, corrals, sheds, well and fencing,
value $4975.00.
of the State Land Offict thii1 Stb day of
October, 1917,
Sala No. tll
R'i, Sec. 9; SV4, Sec. 10;
ROBT. P ERVIEN,
WA, Sec. 14; All of Sections 15, 16, SE,
Commissioner of Public
Land.,
Sec. 17;
N'!4N'E4, SENEX, NWtf, Sec.
State of ' New Mexico.
VvY.NWX. S,. Sec. 22:
EJ4. SWlf. First Publication October 12, 1917.
21;
,
FVWH, Sec. 23;
E'AtiE, Sec. 30; Last Publication December, 14, 1917,
T. 18S., R. 37E., containing 4039.72 acres.
The improvements consist of well, wind
mill and tank, value $1200.00.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Sale No. (23
Wtf. SWtfNF.tf, WSEtf,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
r. IBS., K. 3Rr... con
Sec. 33;
acres. The improvements con
l'nin?
PUBLIC LAND SALE
u( fencing, value $65.00.

NEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES

Ten Section Ranch, all under fence, two
1960
watering! in New Mexico
acres stale Lease which expire! Oct., 1921;
800 acre!
patented land leased ; application to purchase 640 acres of State land
with the firat Davment of 30 eenta ner acre
paid ($5.00 per (ere); 600 acrea patented
land contracted to purchase at $2,900, S900
down, balance $500 per year, S per cent
interest (would expect purchaser to carry
out contract on this); relinquishment of
640 government
land; also leased school
section. Water is on homestead and Dat- cnted land contracted for. Price $5,000 to
turn loose of everything. Will make risht
on stock if can sell place.
Have
price
IH2 head of cattle
from vrarlinirs Mn; alinul
3S
head of stock horses, stud and jack
Located 20 miles north of Tucumcari. No.
3
State Record, Santa Fe. N. M
of the belt
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STATE OF NEW MEXICO

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION

PUBLIC LAND SALE
LEA COUNTY
Office

the

Commissioner of Public
Lands.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to
trie provisions ot an Act ot congress, ap
proved June 20th, 1910, the laws of the
of New Mexico and the rules and
regulations of the State Land Office,
t ommissiuner ol rub ic Lands will otler
at public sale to the highest bidder at
9 o'clock A. M., on Wednesday,
January,
1"1S, in the town of Lovinglon, Coun- of Lea, State of New Mexico, in front
of the court house therein, the following
described tracts of land, via;
of

the'l

Ranch and 55 head of cows at $60 61
head of yearling steers and heifer, at' $34
.10
head of two year old heifers at $45. No
45,
State Record, Santa Fe, N. M.
OVER 7500 ACRES with plenty of water,
with timber (or stock protection, located
near two railroad-particulars on request.
-- Xo. 64. State Record,
Santa Fe, N. M.

Qaf

Mn

S'. Sec. 10
N'!4. Sec.

flee

Sec. 23;

Sle

3000 acres deeded
land, plenty water and
grass, 50 acres irrigated and preparing to
irrigate 150 acre more; 300 head of cattle.
Located one and one half miles from Tn.
cumcari. A fine proposition. Price $45,000.00
N. M.
io. , state Kecciu. Santa

.,.
All

-

. . WCE'-S- .
SHvSEtf
Kyi, Sec. 32. 1. 18S., R. XI..,
60 acres. There are no improve-t-

SAN MIGUEL COJWTY.

f.,W,

of the Commissioner
of Public Lands,
New Mexico,
Santa
Notice is hereby given that reursuant
!
no. wo
to the provisions of an Act of ( ongress,
wa,
,
K. 3Ai:.,
S.c. J;
T. fch., nft,jr.,
S.c. 9;cyianya,
ippioved June 20, 1910, the laws of the
aere. miy improvements state ot IVew fllexiro an-- tile rules and
..mi.iini,i,;
on t'1's trat-'- t to be removed
of the State Land Office, the
by the owner. reflations
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer at
fee. 4; rtr.Vi, sec. I'.ibhc S,le to the highest bidder,
at
3a,.e,
""S'ttM. Sec. 10; T. 1' S., R. 38E., 'in o'clock A. M., on Saturday, December
The improvements 22nd, VI17. in the town of Las Vegas, Couo-Salcont.immif 3 0 acres.
consist ol fencing, value $75.00.
y of San
Miguel, Slate of New Mexico.
in front of the court house therein, the
....
Sale NO. tn
SWtf. WKSF.U. ReC. 5 .'Mlm.!.. ..eeil,e,l Ir.e. l
" .?-- ' Yi. fee. ; I liei. .''-- ., n. o"r...
N'WiSWW.
See. I
imurovements
Sale No. 94. ciswi
containing 4NI acres.
''mis.st of well, windmill and fencing, value SNI-:jjSec. 2, S'lNKK, Sec. 10,
C 1? , V
V tf
C ill
S''Vlin
CITiCllrt
.
' .yA.iii 4 . CtlliCTTia
.11.74. I,;
.4 ,
.t4i-74Khi.'iVl. CPe 11 Wi.Wl. Vl.KWi. QWljf
Sale No. 2
NH. NKSW'4. Lot 4, Sec. 7; A W 14, NEf4SWH,
NWS,SKJ4i. Sec. 12, NK

nients.

Sl4, Sec. 11;
24; V. H S.!

eonljtinine 9J) acrea. The im.
pr.ivements on this tract consist of fenc- ing. value $3)0.00.
37E..

K.

N

Sec. 2'l;
'amiliK

Office

"?'

of Sec.
All of
B... 11.
All of
SKtf. N'ASWtf,
fi,,
D
fcivviyi
til.if.. T nt;
i.ln.
$10.00 PER
ACRE ONE
SOSO acres. 'which 44S0 acres were select- THIRD DOWN.Iing
.
.
. r
.
t.
r.
Kfilne - " (I.... a, ooauu-ioiRnu
wt ni ,lor .,ine santa
re
misirii
urani
i.otinty .
fl..n.l
little Over two thousand acres of fine
.l
Tl,
;..,nr,.un,enia
111
i.si.iiivia v auey, goou improve- - on tins tract consist ol wells, windmills, Lot 1.
T. WS., R. 3DE., contain- - NW'K, Sec. H, T. 16V.. R. 12E., SW!4SEH.
2, Sec. 13;
This is the title of the
uictitB MM., aouiitidiiic 01 wen water, win
and fencing, value $1720.
be Sold in a bodv. or divided tn aitit niir. tank,
ing 523.58 acres. The improvements consist e.
22, W'ViNK,
NW!4SE, Sec. 27 T.
new story that we have
chasers. No. 56. State Record, Santa Fe,
value $150.00.
,
All of Sec. 35; All of Sec. of fencing,
Sale No. W7
I7N., R. 12E., containing 1,040.00 acres.
11.
m,
secured for our next
T.
T.
All of Sec. 2;
36;
IIS., R. 3JE.
Sale No. :
Syi, Sec. 8; T. 19S., R.
On this tract there are 111,5Sfl linear ft.
R. 33 E., containing 1919.56 acres, of
12S.,
serial and never for a
4 aections deeded
The improve-nunt- of poles, valued at $507.00 and 1.050,440 ft.
land 7 miles from Tu which 640 acres were selected for the Santa 3E., containing 320 acres.
consist of fencing, value $100.00.
H. M. of saw timber valued
at $1575.66 makcumcari, large adobe ranch house, also Fe and Grant County Railroad flond Fund.
moment does the inthree small houses: rural telenhone. on The improvements on Ihis tract consist
ing a total value for timber J20HJ.56.
terest lag. Intrigue and
Sale No. 130
mail route, all fenced and plenty of a
EWNEjj, Sec. IS; SWSF.,
daily
No hid on the above described tract
sheds anil corrals,
reservoir,
fencing,
ill lease place 1 to 3 years at value $1270.
NWMSWH.
Sec. 17:
water.
NKNW'i. f land will he
for less than Thrc
thrills, love and war and
S350
Sec. 20;
T. l')S., K. 38E., containing 320 Dnlilars ($3.00) accepted
Must sell with lease 175
an acre, whuh is the as
iper year.
head of cows at $65 per head, including
t lie improvements consist ol fenc
a
And in addition
rai sed value thereof.
Sec. 36; T. 12S., acres.
Sale No. IM
50
head of calves bv side. Ten ner cent R. 32E.
hereto the successful bidder must pay
All of Sec. 2:
T. 13S. R. 3.?E..
with the
cut will he allowed.
"
No. 42, State Record, containing 678.08 acres. The improvements1
.
'"r
'l,e '.'niber in cash or certified exchange
m.
re,
,SVC; 9J S;;SW!4;
ine time 01 aaie.
on this laud consist of well, windmill and
glamour and nrystery
A
surface tank, value $500.00.
and ruthlessncss of the
;
The successful bidder must pay to the
KEAL ESTATE-WANT"otnniissioner uf Public Lands, or bis agent
J He
J
V.V, Sec. 25;
Sale No. 899
F.Si. S- c. 21;
containing 11MI acres.
improveEast, makes this a wont
WANTED-Sontieth of the
such sale,
ers,
td
of will and fencing,
S'ate
valuc loblilvg
plat, Ml of 35: All "f S.c. 36; T. 13S., R. 3IE., "J"'"!?
liriee offered hy him for the land, four
llox 61, Buffalo, Ok"'
complete description.
fascinating
.VI:!'
Sec.
V,". SK'J,
cen
the balance
in
for
lahoma.
No. 81.
irltrest
,jcr
K.
All of S.c. 2;
T. 13S.. U.
romance.
S'4, Sec.! Si,l No' 932
f
siti !i pnnliase pin e, the fees for ad
Sec. 35;. T. K.S.,
,
R.
3: T.
containing 3II.4I acres, R- t
s in; and
and all coste
Mtnen
,0 acres.
.e.;
No
WANTLD Full details and descrip- of which
apprai
'
','1'
containing
improvewere selected for the
ai
in iii. n t
and each and
10 the s.ilc
tion rcuardinir larcje cattle ranches Santa I'.- and lirant County Kailio.id Hind ""nts.
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An Unusual Love Story

THE HILL MAN

St

DMRY
FACTS
THE DAIRY CALVES

FEEDING

By E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM

First Aim
Period

Is to Cut Down Whole-Mil- k
Results of Tests at North
Dakota Station.

In feeding the dairy calf, the aim Is
to cut down the period of whole-milfeeding. At the North Dakota experiment station, two lots of four calves
each were fed as follows : Whole milk
first three weeks, both lots. From
then on lot A was fed one-hawhole
milk and
skim milk till sis
months old. Lot B, after three weeks
old, fed skim milk with flaxseed ; just
enough flax was added to supply as
much fat as was given the calves In
lot A In their whole milk. Each calf
was given two gallons of milk a day.
The whole-milcalves made the best
gains the first three months, but during the next three months the skim-mil- k
calves nearly caught up, the four
lacking but 15 pounds of weighing as
much as the whole-mil- k
calves. Several expert cattlemen who examined
the two lots pronounced the calves
in lot B in as thrifty a condition as
those in lot A. The saving In using
skim milk and flax In place of the
whole milk amounted to $19 per calf
for the
period. The grain
and hay cost the same for both lots.
k

CHAPTER XVII

Continued.
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"Vol! silly child I" Louise exclaimed.
"No one fold nic yon wore hero. Have
you liml tiny lunch?"
"Long ago," Sophy replied. "1 linvi'

the iilliiuintivc. There was a loud volley of chuff. You listened without contradiction to many references concerning the lady and the afternoon's engagement."
Tlie prince nodded slightly. His face
remained quite expressionless,
"As a matter of fact," John concluded. "I have discovered by the purest
accident that Miss Maurel is to he your
guest this afternoon at Seyre House."
The prince Inclined Ids head gently.
He remained monosyllabic.
"Well?"
John frowned heuvily.
"Can't you see," he went on bluntly,
"thut if any one of those men who
were present, and heard what wus said
about, your guest, found out afterward
that it was Miss Maurel who came to
see you well, I need not go on, need
The
I? I am sure you understand.
things which were hinted at could not
Would you
possibly apply to her.
mind sending a note to Miss Maurel
and asking her lo have ten with you
some other afternoon?"
"Anil why the deuce should I do
that?" the prince asked, a trille paler,
but entirely
"To oblige me," John replied.
The prince wiped Ids eyeglass carefully upon his handkerchief.
"Mr. Strangewey, you are a very
amiable young man," lie said equably,
"to whom I have tried to show some
kindness for Miss Maurel's sake. I
really do not see, however pardon my
putting It plainly what business this
Is of yours."
"It is my business," John declared,
"because have asked Miss Maurel to
be my wife, and because I am hoping
that some (lay, before very long, she
will consent."
The prince sat quite still In his chair,
his eyes fixed upon a certain spot In
the carpet. lie had not even the
of being engaged in thought.
He seemed only steeped In a sort of
passivity. Finally, with a sigh, he rose
to his feet.
"My young friend," he decided, "your
statement alters the situation. I din
not credit you with matrimonial intentions. I must see what can lie done!"
His lips relaxed ever so slightly so
slightly that they showed only a
((lluipse of Ids teeth in one straight,

been finishing your uccoiiuts."
Louise made a little jjri iiiu'.
Tell me tin worst," sin' bogged.
"Vim are overdrawn nl your hunk,
your liills are heavier thim ever this
month, liml there lire v or six special
uccount
mil1 for some electric
another for tin1 hire of a motorcar which ought to lie paid."
at the evil! nj?.
Louise was looking
She sighed.
"It would he aire,
she snld, "to
hiive soiiieoiie to pay one's bills nn
look after one, ii ml sei l tut t one wasn't
loo extravagant."
"Well, you need someone linilly," So
lihv asserted.
"I suppose you mean
to make up your inlnil lo it some day.
"I wonder!" Louise murmured. "Did
you know that that terrible man from
the hills John StrniiLVwey's hrother
lias liecn here this morning? lie fright
eiieii me to death."
"What did he want?" Sophy asked
ruriously.
"He was a trille vague," Louise remarked. "I gathered Unit If I don't
send John liui'k to ('unilierlatul, he's
going to strangle me."
Sophy leaned across the table.
"Are you going to send him baekV"
she asked.
"I am in an iineertnln frame of
"I really
mind," Louise confessed.
can't decide about anything."
"I want lo tell ym Ibis, Louise,"
Sophy said liimly. "John is getting to
know a great many people, and you
know how men talk at the clubs.
Aren't you sometimes afraid that he
will hear things and misunderstand V"
"I am expecting It every day," Louise admitted.
"Then why don't you end it?"
"Which way?"
There was a silence between the two
women.
The mullleil street noises
from outside became Ibe background
to n st illness which crew every moment more oppressive. Louise returned
to her former attitude. She looked
itendfastly before her. her face supported by her hands.
Sophy crew paler and paler as the
minutes passed. There was sonit'tlilng
strange and almost beautiful in Lou
Ise's face, soiaet hint: which had come
lo her lately, and v hii h shone from
her eyes only at rare Intervals.
"Vim care for him, I believe!" Sophy
rrled at last. "You cure for him!"
Louise did not move.
"Why no; 7" she whispered.
There was a ring at the front door.
Louise, from her pll.ee. could see the
lotm. gray bonnet of John's car. Almost before she could speak, he wait
announced.
"It's an atrocious time to come, I
know " be bcan apologetically.
"You're in time for some coffee,
Sophy told him cheerfully. "And
I know Louise is lal to see you. because if you hadn't conic, I was going
to make her go through some accounts."
"You know I am always clad lo see
you," Louise mummrcil, pointing to a
chair. "Sophy and I have been having
u most interesting discussion, but we
have come to a cul do sac."
"I really came," John explained, "to
risk if you oared to come and see a
collection of pictures. There's an Ital- "The Things That Were Hinted Could
Not Possibly Apply to Her."
ian u futurist, of course just unpacked his little lot and set them tip hard line, lie looked at John mildly,
over a curiosity shop In Clifford street,
and his words seemed destitute of all
lie is sending out cards for next week,
yet John felt the lightnings
hut I could take you today that is, offense;
were playing around them.
If you would care uliout it. We can
"I shall write a note to Miss Maugo somewhere for some tea afterward."
rel," the prince promised, as he made
Louise made a little grimace.
Ills way toward the writing table, "and
xolaimcd.
"What bad luck !" si
She stopped short. She felt that by ask her to visit me upon some other
her hesitation she Inn!, in a sense, com- afternoon."
mitted herself.
CHAPTER XVIII.
"I have promised to go and have ten
0
wMh the prince at Seyre House," she
Hack again to his rooms, and. later
Said. "It is an engagement we made
on, once more to Louise's little house
last voi k."
masterJohn set down bis empty coffee cup in Kensington; u few minutes'
with a clatter. An inexplicable but ful pleading, and then success. Louise
to
dominul ing fury seemed to have sud- wrapped herself up and descended
him. He tool; out a the street by his side.
denly
an hour or more John drove
cigarette and tried to lluht it. Sophy,
after watching him for a moment in steadily westward, scarcely speaking
twiastonishment, slipped out of the room. more than a chance word. It was
light when he brought (be car to a
LouNo came over to his side.
'anilstill. Louise raised her veil and
"Are you really so much disappointed?" she asked. "I urn so furry! If looked up.
"Well?" she asked inquiringly.
I had known that you were coining for
He pushed back the throttle on
me, I would have kept myself free."
"It isn't that exactly." John an- his steering wheel and stopped the enswered. "It's something I can't alto- gine. Then he turned toward her.
"I have something to say to you," he
gether explain. If you don't mind, I
think I will bo coins. There is some- said. "I have brought you here that
I tuny say it In my own way and in my
thing I must put right."
He left without another word. She own atmosphere."
"This Is like you!" Iconise murwatched him step into his new motor-4-ti- r
and drive away n little recklessly, mured. "You had to bring me out to
considering the crowded state of ih a hilltop, on the dreariest hour of a
trcts. He drew- - up, a few minutes wet March afternoon, to tell me
Inter, outside the club in I'ull Mall, wliiir?"
"First of all." John began. "I will anwhere, as it chancel, he had lunched
swer a question which you have asked
Hint day with the prince of Seyre.
He found tie- - .rince still sitting In me three times since we started out
the smoking room, reading a review, this afternoon. You wanted to know
over the top of which he glanced up how I found out that you were not gons John approached, and nodded
ing to tea with the prince. Weil, here
is the truth: I asked the prince to
change the day of your visit to him."
Tack again?" he murmured.
Her fine, silky eyebrows came a little
I came hack to have a word with
closer together.
yon. prince."
"Yon asked him that?" she repeated.
The prince laid down the review,
John nodded.
keeping his finger In the place.
"And h consented?"
I (.lighted !'
"I will explain," John continued. "It
"Not long ago," John went on, "In
this room, someone I think it was Ma- was a most unfortunate circumstance,
jor Charters asked von what yon but In the club, after lunch, the subject
were doing this afternoon. Ton replied of .spending the afternoon came. op.
that you were engaged. There were The prince spoke of an engagement
several others present, and thejr began He was tied at home, he said, from
lo chaff you.' Perhaps I Joined In I four to sis. Some of the men began
don't rrmenilMT. I think that It was, to chaff him, and suggested that he
Major Charters who asked yon. to nse was entertaining some lady friend, his
latest favorite well, I dare say yon
Ids own words, whether your appoint-ikwas with a lady. Ton replied In can Imagine the rest," John broke off.
IS
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Her lingers plnyoil nervously lor
moment with the edge of the rug. She
drew It higher up.
"Well, when I left your house tlx;
I went
first time this afternoon,
straight hack lo the prince. I pointed
out to him that after what had been
said, as It might become knowu thut
you were Ids guest of today, it would
be better for him to postpone your
visit. He agreed to do so."
"Was that all thut passed between
you?"

"He
"Not quite," John replied.
asked me whut concern it was of mine,
and I told him 1 hoped thut some duy
you would he my wife."
She sat quite still, looking down
upon the llarlng lights, She was filled
with u restless desire to escape, to
start the motor herself, and rush
through the wet air into London and
safety. And side by side with thut
desire she knew thut there was noth
ing In the world she wanted so much
lis to stay Just where she was, and to
hear Just the words she was going to
hear.
"So much for that !" John proceeded.
"And now please listen. I huvo brought
you out here because under those conditions I feel more master of myself
and my thoughts, and of things I want
to say to you. Something takes me by
the throat in your little drawing-room- ,
with its shaded lights, its perfume of
(lowers, and its atmosphere of perfection. You sit enthroned there like the
queen of u world I know nothing of,
and all the time loiters and (lowers
and (lattering invitations are showered
upon you from the greatest men In
London.
The atmosphere there stifles
nic Louise. Out here you are a woman
and I a man, and those other things
fall away. I have tried my best to
come a little way into sympathy with
your life. I want you now to niiike up
your mind to come down a little way
Into mine !"
She felt the sudden snapping of every nerve in her body, the passing
away of all sense of will or resistance.
She was conscious only of the little
movement toward him, the Involuntary
yielding of herself. She lay back in
Ills arms, and the kisses which closed
her eyes and Hps seemed to be working some strange miracle.
She was in some grout empty space,
breathing wonderful things. She wus
on the hilltops, and from the heights'
she looked down ut herself as she had.
been a poor little white-facepuppet,
strutting about an overheated stage, In
a fetid atmosphere of adulation, vv'.fj
a brain artificially stimulated, and n
heart growing cold with selfishness.
She pitied herself us she had been.
Then sh opened her eyes with u start
of joy.
"How wonderful it all is!" she murmured. "You brought me here to tell
me this?"
"And to hear something!" he insist

seemed to take in her disheveled con
dltion, the little patches of color In
her cheeks, the radiant happiness
which shone In her eyes.
"I am not an unwelcome intruder,
I hope," lie said. "Hut how wet you
are !"
The lingers which he released fell
nervelessly to her side. She stood
looking at him as If confronted with
a sudden nightmare. It was as If this
life were being slowly
drained from her veins.
"You are overtired," he murmured,
leading her with solicitude toward an
eusy chair. "One would imagine, from
your appearance, thut I was the hearer of some terrible tidings. Let me
assure you that It is not so."
He spoke with his usual deliberation, but she seemed powerless to recover herself. She wus still dazed
and white. She sunk Into the chair
and looked at him.
"Nothing, I trust," he went on, "has
happened to disturb you?"
"Nothing at nil," she declared hastily. "I am tired. I run upstairs perhaps a little too quickly. Aline hud
not told me that there was anyone
here."
"I hud a fancy to see you this afterthe prince explained, "and,
noon,"
finding you out, I took the liberty of
wuitlng. If you would rather I went
away and cnine for you later, please
do not hesitate to say so."
"Of course not !" she exclaimed. "I
do not know why I should have been
so silly.
Aline, take my coat and
veil," she directed, turning to the
maid, wlio was lingering ut the other
end of the room.
"I am not wet.
Serve some tea In here. I will have
my bath later, when I change to go to
the theater,"
She spoke bravely, but fear was In
her heurt. She tried to tell herself
that this visit was a coincidence, thut
it meant nothing, but all the time she
knew otherwise.
The door closed behind Aline, and
they were alone. The prince, as if
anxious to give her time to recover
herself, walked to the window und
stood for some moments looking out.
When he turned around, Louise had
at least nerved herself to meet wi&t
she felt wus imminent.
The prince approached her flellber
ately. She knew whtft I was going
to say.
Louise," he besjan, drawing a chair
to her side, "I have found myself
thinking ti great deal uliout you during the last few weeks."
She did not interrupt him. She
simply waited and watched.
I have come to a certaiu determin
ation," he proceeded ; "one which, If
you will grace It with your approval,
I ask
will give mo grout happiness.
you to forgot certain things which
have passed b 'tween us. I have come
to you today to hog you to do me the
honor of becoming my wife."
She turned her bend very slowly
mill she was looking him full in the
face.
Her lips were n little parted
her eyes u little strained. The prince
wus loaning toward her In a eonvon
tlonal attitude; his words had been
spoken simply and in bis usual eon
versa tlonal manner. There wus something about him, however, profoundly
convincing.
"Your wife!" Louise repeated.
"If you will do me thut great honnew-foun-

ed.
"I have tried not to, John," she con
fessed, amazed at the tremble of her
sweet, low voice. Her words seemvi'.
like the confession of a weeping child.
"I cannot help II. I do love you! I
have tried not to so hard, but now 1
now I shall not try any more!"
They drove quietly down the long
hill and through the dripping streets.
Not another word passed between
them till they drew up outside her
door. She felt a new timidity as he or."

handed her out, an immense gratitude
for his linn tone and Intuitive tact.
"No, I won't come In, thanks," he
"You have so little time to
rest and got ready for the theater."
"You will he there tonight?" she
asked.
He laughed ns if there were humor
in the suggestion of his absence.
"Of course!"
He slipped In his clutch and drove
off through the
streets
with the smile and air of n conqueror.
Louise passed into her little house to
find u visitor waiting for her there.

She begun to laugh und stopped abruptly, the tears streaming from her
eyes. The prince leaned forward. He
took her hands In his, but she drew
them away.
"You are too late, Eugene 1" she
said. "I almost loved you. I was
yours to do whatever you liked
wilh. But somehow, somewhere, notwithstanding all your worldly knowledge and mine, we missed it. We do
not know the truth about life, you and
f at lenst you do not, and I did not."
He rose very slowly to his feet.
There was no visible change In his
face save a slight whitening of the
cheeks.
"And the sequel to this?" he asked.
"I have promised to marry John
Strangewey," she told him.
"Thut," he replied, "Is Impossible!
I hnve u prior claim."
The light of battle flamed suddenly
In her eyes.
Her nervousness hud
gone. She wns a strong woman, face
to face with him now, taller than he,
seeming, Indeed, to tower over him In
the splendor of her anger. She was
like u lioness threatened with the loss
of the one deur thing.
"Assert It, then," she cried defiantly. "Do whnt you will. Go to him
this minute, if you have couruge
enough, if It seems to you well. Claim,
Indeed! Right I I hnve the one right
every woman in the world possesses
to give herself, body and soul, to the
man she loves ! That is the only claim
and the only right I recognize, and I
am giving myself to him, when he
wants me, forever!"
She stopped suddenly. Neither of
them had heard a discreet knock at
the door. Aline had entered with the
tea. There was a moment of silence.
"Put it down here by my side,
Aline," her mistress ordered, "and
show the prince of Seyre out."
Aline held the door open. For a
single moment the prince hesitated.
Then he picked up his hat und bowed.
"Perhaps," he snld, "this may not
be the last word I"
CHAPTER XIX.
Jnfcn came back to town from his

Cumberland home, telling himself that
all had gone as well as he had expected. He had done his duty. He hud
told Stephen his news, and they hud
parted friends. Yet all the time he
wns conscious of an undercurrent of
disconcerting thoughts.
Louise met him ut the station, and
he fancied that her expression, too,
although she welcomed him gaily
enough, was u little anxious.
"Well?" she asked, as she took his
arm and led hi in to where her limousine was waiting. "What did thut terrible brother of yours say?"
John made a little grimace.
"It might have been worse," he declared. "Stephen wasn't plensed, of
course. He hates women like poison,
and he always will. That is because
he will insist upon dwelling upon certain unhappy incidents of our family
history."
"I shall never forget the morning
he cume to call on me," Louise sighed.
"He threatened all sorts of terrible
things if I did not give you up."
"Why didn't you tell me about It?"
John asked.
"I thought It might worry you," she
replied, "und It couldn't do any good.
He believed he was doing his duty.
John, you are sure ubout yourself,
aren't you?"
He wus a little startled toy the earnestness of her words. She seemed
pale and fragile, her eyes larger and
deeper than usual, and her mouth
tremulous. She was like a child with
the shadow of some fear hanging over
her. He laughed and held her tightly
to him.
Her lips sought his nnd clung to
them. A queer little wave of passion
seemed to have seized her. Half crying, half laughing, she pressed her
fuce against his. "I do not want to
act tonight. I do not want to play,

It seemed at first ns If her nerves
strained to the breaking-point- .
The situation was one witli wfiich her
bruin seemed unable to grapple. She
set her teeth tightly. Then she had a
sudden Interlude of wonderful clear
sightedness. She wus almost cool.
"You must forgive my surprise, Eugene," she begged. "W'e have known
each other now for some twelve years,
have we not? and I believe that this
is the first time you have ever hinted
ut unything of the sort !"
"One gathers wisdom, perhaps, with
the years," lie replied. "I am forty-on- e
years old today. I have spent the
Kngone, prince of Seyre, had spent early hours of this afternoon In reflecthe eariy part of that afternoon in a tion, and behold the result !"
manner wholly strange to him. In pur"You have spoken to me before," she AIR
UP 10,000 FEET COLD
suance of an order given to his major-doui- said slowly, "of different things. You
immediately on his return from
Even in Hottest Weather Aviator May
his club after lunch, the great recepBe in Arctic Regions After Flight
tion rooms of Seyre House, the picture
of Ten Minutes.
room
were
ball
and
the
pregallery
as
a
if
for
reception.
pared
Aviators experience many different
were swept aside, masterpieces of
degrees of temperature In their flights.
were
and
uncovered,
sculpture
painting
On the hottest day In summer a flying
the soft brilliance of concealed electric
man may be in the arctic regions In
corners.
dark
lights lit up many
ten minutes by mounting to a height
He was forty-on- e
years old that
of 10,000 feet. Just as the climber may
day, and the few words which John
pass through all the shades of temper
hud spoken to him barely an hour ago
ature by climbing KIlima-NJarthat
had made him realize that there was
giant peak which rises above the snowonly one thing in life that he desired.
line from the equator. He commences
The sight of his treasures merely
with the tropical Jungle and ends
soothed his vanity. It left empty and
amid eternal snow.
unsatisfied his fuller and deeper deThe fact is that the temperature Is
sire of living. He told himself that
invariably low at 10,000 feet and over,
his time hud come. Others of his race
whether at the tropics or the poles,
had paid a great price for the things
and it Is quite likely to be lowered at
they had coveted In life. He, too, must
the equator. Airmen well know the Infollow their example.
tense cold of those upper regions, and
He was In Louise's drawing-rooof a Shackleton
they need the rig-owhen she returned Louise, with hair
if they would mount to 20,000 feet
and cheeks a little damp, but with a
In fact.
above the earth's surface.
wonderful light In her eyes and with
there Is little variation of temperature
In these upper reaches of the at
footsteps that seemed to fall upon air.
"Some tea and a bath this momosphere. It Is much the same In summent. Aline!" she called out, as she
mer as winter, except for the differ
ran lightly up the stairs. "Never mind
ence which a high wind makes.
about dinner, I am so late. I will "I
Even in the depth of a hot summer
You to Do Ma the Honor of
Beg
have some toast. Be quick!"
the airmen will encounter 40 degrees
Becoming My Wife,"
"Madame" Aline began.
of frost at 10,000 feet, and at twice
"Don't bother me about anything have offered me a great deal In life, that altitude 100 degrees of frost the
"I will but never your name. I do not under- temperature of the South pole1 Is not
now," Louise Interrupted.
throw my things off while you get the stand this sudden change V
uousuaL
bath ready."
. "Louise," he declared, "If I do not
She stepped Into her little room, tell yon the truth now, yon will probUseful Banana Plant.
throwing off her cloak as she entered. ably guess It. Besides, this is the one
It must not be thought that of the
Then she stopped short, almost upon time in their lives when a man and banana plant the fruit alone Is eaten.
the threshold. The prince had risen woman should speak nothing but the for In tropical countries the pith of
to his feet.
truth. It Is for fear of losing yon
the stem, the top of the floral spike,
that Is why."
"Eugene P
and also the young; shoots are used
He cane toward her. Even as he
Her
suddenly gave way. aa food. The libera of the leaves are
stooped te kiss her fingers, his eyes She threw herself back In her chair. used for thread, cloth and rones.
were
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Dust-shee-

I'll

self-contr-

even to the most wonderful audience
In the world. I do not want to shake
hands with many hundreds of people
at thut hateful reception. I think I
want nothing else in the world but
you

1"
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She lay, for a moment, passive In
his arms. He smoothed her hair and
kissed her tenderly. Then he led her
back to her place upon the couch.
Her emotional mood, while It flattered
him In u sense, did nothing to quiet
the little demons of unrest that pulled,
every now and then, at bis heartstrings,
"What is this reception?" he asked.
She made a little grimace.

k

DRYING UP A COW DIFFICULT
Milking Habit In 8ome Is So Strongly
Developed They Give Milk Up
to Calving Time,
(By W. S. CUNNINGHAM, Assistant
Animal Husbandman, University of Arizona Experiment Station.)

Her Lips Sought His and Clung to
Them.
"It is a formal welcome from the
English stage to the French company
that has come over to play at the new
French theater," she told him. "Sir
Edward and I are to receive them.
You will come, will you not? I am
the hostess of the evening."
"Then I am not likely to refuse, am
I?" he asked, smiling. "Shall I come
to the theater?"
"Come straight to the reception nt
the Whitehall rooms," she begged. "Sir
Edward Is calling for me, and Grnlllot
will go down with us. Later, If you
care to, you cun drive me home."
"Don't you think," he suggested,
"that It would be rather a good opportunity to unnounce our engagement?"
"Not tonight!" she pleaded. "You
know, I cannot seem to believe It myself except when I nm with you nnd
we are alone. It seems too wonderful
after all those years. Do you know,
John, that I am neurly thirty?"
He laughed.
"How pathetic! All the more reason, I should say, why we should lot
people know ubout It us soon as possible."
"There is no particular hurry," she
said, a little nervously. "Let me get
used to It myself. I don't think you
will have to wait long. Everything
I hnve been used to doing and thinking seems to be crumbling up around
me. Last night I even hated my work,
or at least part of It."
His eyes lit up with genuine pleasure.
"I can't tell you how glad I am to
hear you say that," he declared. "I
don't hnte your work I've got over
that. I don't think I am narrow about
It. I admire Graillot, and his play is
wonderful. But I think, and I always
shall think, that the denouement In
that third act is abominable!"
She nodded understanding'.
"I am beginning to realize how you
must feel," she confessed. "We won't
talk about It any more now. Drive
me to the theater, will you? I want
to be there early tonight, Just to gel
everything ready for changing after
ward."
,

Many times certain cows are very
difficult to dry up. The milking; habit
Is so strongly developed that they tend
to give a large quantity of milk right
up to calving time. The proper way to
dry up most cows Is to cut off all grain
In the ration and milk only once a day
for a few days. Then lengthen the
periods between mllkings by milking
only once in two or three days until
the secretion of milk Is nearly stopped.
In very persistent cases the feed supply may have to be cut down more
severely. However, there is little danger of Injuring the udder If reasonable
attention Is given.
IS HIGH PRODUCER

GUERNSEY
In

General Appearance Breed Hat
Plain Attractivenesa That Appeal! to Dairyman.
The Guernsey shows various colors,

so red, light lemon, orange and yellow

fawn may be expected, sometimes sol-Ibut more often with white markings. The white color markings are
found on the face, flanks, legs and
sometimes on the body. In general
appearance the Guernsey has a plain
attractiveness and an even balance
that makes a strong appeal to the
Larger than the Jersey,
dairyman.
but not as large as the Holsteln, th

Guernsey of Gentle Disposition.
Guernsey shows the capacity for wort
so desirable in the dairy cow. Years,
and even centuries, of tethering In the
fields of Guernsey Islands have given
the Guernsey cow a gentle disposition,
and in the respect she standi on a par
with the Jersey.

PLENTIFUL SUPPLY OF WATER
One of Most Important Problems Thai
Farmer-Fa- ctor
Confronts
for Health.

The plentiful supply of good, wholesome fresh water in the home, the
stable and the feed lot Is one of the
most Important problems that confront
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
the
farmer. Its successful
solution will be a factor in keeping; him
and his family in good health and "at
First Pension Fund.
In this country the first pension home" on the farm.
fund wns established by the city of
New York for policemen. Since then TO HURRY BUTTER GRANULES
p'nny states and cities have enacted
retirement legislation, the number of If
They Do Not Form After Churning
retirement funds has increased to
Reasonable Time, Small Amount
over 40 and many thousands of pubof Salt Will Help.
lic employees hnve been covered by
the
retirement provisions. Although
When the butter granules do not
expansion of the movement has been form after
churning a reasonable time,
no
means
reached its
rapid. It has by
limit. As yet a number of states and try putting a small amount of table
cities have not adopted any retirement salt in the churn. A little warm water
has the same effect of hastening the
legislation; the 300 pension funds for
Too much warm water makes
police and firemen do not Include all granules.
soft butter.
employees of these two groups; the
100 teachers' pension funds cover only
about half of the teachers, and the re- TREATING CALF FOR SCOURS
40,
maining funds, approximately
cover only a small fraction of all other Reduce Ration
f,
and If no Imclasses of federal, state and municipal
provement Give Dose of SubnW
employees.
trate, Salol and Soda.
One-Hal-

The Nautilus.
The nautilus Is a flat spiral shell,
four to six Inches in diameter which in
the adult shell has two and
colls. It is gracefully turned and delicately built, pearly within and porcela-neou- s
without The original specimens,
before they have been cleaned and pols
ished, have
marking their
exterior of a reddish-browcolor. Opthe
shell, the
posite the opening of
coll bears a large patch of black, and
narrow
band of black
there Is also a
lining the edge of the opening.
A Social Leveler.
The vegetable wagon la a great leveler and we notice when It comes
around In the morning and the neighbor women meet at It that these
whose husbands make $3,500 a year
chat very pleasantly with those whose
husbands make only $100 a mouth.
Columbus (O.) Journal,
one-ha- lf

cross-band-

n

If calf
First, reduce ration
does not Improve within 12 hours treat
as follows : Mix one ounce of bismuth
ounce of salol and
rabnltrate, one-hathree ounces of bicarbonate of soda
and five one tea spoonful three or four
times a day until recovered.
one-ha- ll
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Insure Fancy Price.
Insure fancy prices for butter by
having a clean, attractive package of
A neat wrapper more
good quality.
than pays for Itself.
Use for Scrub BulL
No one but a scrub dairyman should
ase a scrub bun. Progress and scrub
stock were never yet found oa the
lame farm.

Insure Healthy Calf.
Feeding the cow wen before ealvtag
kurarea a trong. healthy calf.

IffrOMTIONAL

SSMSOI00L
Lesson
BABY.

FROM

LON.
LERSON TEXT Ezra 8:11-GOLDEN TEXT The hand of our Ood
that seek him.

la upon all them for good
Eara t:22.

An iuterval of some fifty years

In-

tervenes between the dedication of the
temple and the Journey of Ezra to
Some stirring events In the
world occurred In this time which
greatly helped the Jews. It was during this time that the episode of
Esther's being mude queen und the elevation of Mordecul occurred, which favorably disposed the Persian government toward the Jews. The time was
auspicious for Ezra to make Ills re
quest unto Artaxerxes. The supreme
of Ezra was the restoration of the
true worship of Jehovah, for it Is evl- dent that the work done by Zerubbabel
had largely failed of its aim. In order
that Ezra might be an efficient Instrument In the hands of God for the accomplishment of this purpose, be "prepared his heart to seek the law of the
Lord and to do It, and to teach in Israel the statutes and Judgments"
(7 :10). There are three stages in the
experience of every true tencher. First
to seek the law of the Lord. Second :
to do it Third : to teach It to others.
The last Is Impossible without the first
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LESSON FOR OCTOBER 28
RETURNING

Battles Which Hade the World
The Battle Whtrfe Marked the Dowafall of the Monatebaak BaieraT
aad the Sevuad French Umpire, bat Which Saw the

(By REV, P. B. FITZ WATER, D. D.,
Teacher of English Bible In the Moody
Bible Institute of Chicago.)
(Cupyrlabt, 1)17. Westirn Newspaper Unloa.)

EZRA

1

--

Sedan, fought on September 1, 1870,
vus the losing battle of a demoralized
France. It cost the French urms loss
f prestige; perhaps even temporary
loss of honor. It cost Francn the huge
indemnity deuunded by triumphant
Oerraony.
But, for all this, Its ultimate effect was of inestimable profit
to Frunce.
For Sedan marked the
:o!lapse of the Second empire, over
which reigned the Emperor Louis Napoleon Napoleon the Little. From its
ruin sprang the splendid republic of
today.

Sedan lies In northern France, 12
miles from Mezleres, on the right bank
of the House. To it cnme Marshal
MacMahon
and the discouraged,

w-

jVJ ' 'magi

ally crossed
from the
First corps which were being sent to
Douuy himself.
And now Gorman
shells were crashing among the trees
of the Bols de Gurenne, causing such
distress that Marguerltte's
division
was ordered to charge. Marguerltte
himself was killed as he rode forwurd
to reconnolter, so Gulllfot succeeded to
his command.
"For the next
"
says the
Prussian account, "the scene defied description."
Charging ngnln and again, Gallifet
and his squadrons covered themselves
with glory. They numbered a bare
two thousand sabers. nnti they were
stormed at by a terrific artillery fusll- mue, out their Isolated attacks were
magnificent in cournire and so enVcflv
theV DrOV.Ml to th
nurt. H.f .h
." --TT. .
da of rhnnrin."uu
'"
; ,
half-hour,-

The wood!
A alienee
But In the
la God's'

have veaper alienees,
has the aea,
mountaln'a quietness
serenity.

their quantity of pecan or walnut
meats. Season well and mix with half
a tahlespoonful of grated onion, moisten with any desired sulad dressing.
A. w. Peach.
Empty the beet cups, saving the vineWAYS WITH APPLES.
gar to use as another salad dressing
with the centers which were removed.
Apples are our common fruit, but Drain the cups and fill with the potato.
may be prepared In countless ways for
Let me today do something- - that shall
the table.
take
Jam.
Apple
Pare,
A little sadness from the world's vast
core and chop a
atore,
And may I be so favored as to make
pound of apples,
Of Joy's too scanty sum a little more.
add a pound of
-- Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
sugar, a cupful of
chopped raisins, a
USE BUCKWHEAT AND 8AVE
lemon Juice and
FLOUR.
rind finely chopped,
one cupful of
The present high price of flour hai
chipped raisins, one orange, Juke and
given everybody the desire to use all
rind, cook until cleur and thick.
available grains for food.
Apple
Delight. Two cupfuls of
Buckwheat has always
. .
Chopped nnnla ,..,i,j
filled the mind of the
"' 0 "nur"e
T.
holler
,
"'l"Ula 01 SUKllr.
housewife as only a grid,"
le"lon the Juice and rind
dle cake mixture, when
i
.
"
cuPfUi 0( nM
f
In truth it muy be used
Cook one hour, then
add a cupful of
In many ways to save on
walnut meats five minutes before
It is
flour. Its nutritive propready to pour Into the glasses. Seal in
erties ure nearly the
Jelly glasses.
same us wheat, It contains less protein
When drying
apples, if they are but has a slightly higher carbohydrate
dipped In a mild salt solution before content nnd more fut than wheat. As
putting to dry they will keep a lighter, it is slightly laxative In Its tendency,
better color.
It is especially valuable to a large
Apple Butter. Boll new elder until number of people. And her surprisreduced
f
the
before It Is ing thing about buckwheat is that it
to b .used. To every day
four gallons of makes a good breakfast cereal and
boiled cider allow a fourth
of a bushel may be used for breading fish, chops
of Juicy apples, pared, cored and
quar- and such foods. One great disadvantered. Fill a Inrge kettle with the
eltage which can be easily overcome Is
der and add as many
apples as can be Its habit of lumping, so It must be
kept moist. Stir frequently and when mixed with courser grains or cold
the apples are soft beat with a
spoon. water before hot water Is added or the
Cook until dnrk brown. Have boiled lumps will have to be strained out.
elder to add If It becomes too thick
Buckwheat Mush. Tuke two cupand more npples If too thin.
fuls of milk and two and a half cup
minutes before aemovlng from Twenty
the fire fuls of water with two teaspoonfuls
add cinnamon and nutmeg to taste. of salt. When boiling stir In a cupful
in
stone Jars.
Keep
of buckwheat mixed with a little of
Apple Catsup Peel, core and quar- the cold liquid, stir und cook until
ter sour apples, stew as soft as pos- smooth. Cook In a double boiler 30
sible In a very little water. Put through
a sieve and to ench quart add a
Buckwheat Brown Bread. -T- ake
A,..,,. nna
each of pepper, cloves and four m.rnl, nf
mustard, two teaspoonfuls of cinna- cupful of wheat flour, nnd n yeast cake
mon, two medium-sizeonions chopped dissolved In a half cupful of lukewurm
fine, a tenspoonful of salt nnd a Dint water, two cupfuls of milk, one cupful
of vlnegnr. Boll one hour, seal tightly. of molasses, two tablespoonfuls of
Apple and Quince. To every four shortening and a teuspnonful of salt.
Buckwheat Gems. Tuke a cupful
pounds of apple add a pound of
quince unpceled and cut fine, then ench of buckwheat flour and wheat
cooked with the apple Just as for flour, one tahlespoonful of melted but
canned apples.
ter, one egg, a cupful of milk, a half
Baked apples filled into sterilized tenspoonful of salt and four teaspoon
cans and covered with hot nlrup makes fuls of baking powder. Mix and bake
a most delicious canned apple for win- in hot buttered gem pans.
ter use.
Buckwheat Cookies. Take a half
cupful of shortening, one cupful of
Corn Fritters. To
pint of corn sugar, two eggs, und one nnd a half
freshly eut from the cob, add suit cupfuls of buckwheat flour. Mix well,
und pepper to taste, two tnhlespoon-fui- s roll out, cut in shapes, sprinkle with
of melted butter, three
sugar and bake in a quick oven.
eggs, two tablespoonfuls of milk
nnd sufficient flour to muke n thick
It's easy to alt In a carriage and counsel the man that's afoot.
drop batter. Drop by spoonfuls Into
But set down and walk and you'll
hot fat. Drain on paper nnd serve
change your talk, when you feal
hot.
the tack In your boot.

f&j

if

urmy of Frunce, its
ready
lommander so despondent that he
could contemplate nothing more than
a battle to sustain the honor of his
troops. He did not even communicate
When Galllfet'8 horse were exhaustwith Vlnoy, whose corps was concened, however, the Germans advanced In
trating at Mezleres.
a
which extended over a front
To the east there was a strong posi- of charge
almost two miles. Wlmpffen, in a
tion, where the Fond du Glvonne predesperate counter stroke, cleared the
sented serious obstucle to the German Germans out of Bazellles
and Balan,
MacMahon
Ignored
However,
infantry.
and for the moment the rond to escape
it. The Gorman host cnme on In two seemed
open. What Wlmpffen did not
columns, with only a weak cavalry know was that another
Prussian corps
screen between. Before daybreak the stood
waiting behind the gap.
Bavarians had thrown a pontoon
7
... 'I
Galloping back to the town to find
two.
"v
bridge across the Meuse, advancing the emperor and Implore hlra to put
The royal commission granted to toward Bazcllles, where Vassolgne's di- himself
at the head of all available
Ezra embraced
A TRIUMPH AT THE STYLE SHOW.
vision, containing a number of marine
was aston(1) The return of all whose free will and sailor battalions, gave them such ished to see a Wlmpffen
white flng displayed
At
so
the
to
Initial
them
do
com
(7:13).
were
a
warm reception that they
style show for the dis- way of accent. On Hie other apron
prompted
from the church tower. The emperor,
play of nppurcl for the winter season n rosette of narrow satin ribbon looks
(2) Ezra's being given magisterial pietely disconcerted. About six In the who
the
hours
the
of
fightduring
early
this Flanders evening gown innde a like a blossom of some kind. "What's
authority over the district "beyond the morning the heavy night fog lifted, ing had
exposed himself fearlessly to
brilliant triumph. In the cold blnck the use of being
river" (7:25, 20).
say
whereupon the German artillery came death, had been overcome by physical
and white of the picture it Is Impossiten aprons.
(3) Exemption from taxation to the violently Into action. One of the first puln and
exhaustion, had abandoned
to
ble
maneven
nt
hint
the
Levltes (7:24).
wonderful
are
less trimmed
General hope and had offered his
shells wounded MncMahon.
Sewing aprons
personal sur"Keinent of colors ami adaptation of but are made of gayly flowered mate(4) Conveyance of offerings from the Ducrot took over the command.
render to the king of Prussia, nt the
to
materials
officers
Hint
mude
effects
and
his
tills
ure
10).
small und cut long
rials. They
(7:15,
king
Now it happened that there was same time
ordering the white flag to
I. Register of Ezra's Companions with the army General Wlmpffon, who
Bno ,he 'Might of critics. But they enough to be turned up ut the bottom
be hoisted.
were
Doubtless this is a represents
1ul,'k ' perceive that the
to form n pocket for thread, needles,
hnd only arrived from Algiers on the
It was torn down nt the moment of
tfve list of those who Joined Ezra. night of August 30, and who had In Its
signer understood all the possibilities pins, scissors and other things. They
Colonel Fauve, but
appearance
by
"ml
s'""
,u'r
the
There is clear implication that
wl" ure also wide enough to be fulled on
",f
f"l,)rl,'sl
his pocket a secret commission, au- It went
again a short time loter
or a master.
lm- "
twelve tribes are represented among thorizing htm to assume command in when theupPrussians
""
narrow ribbon that ties them about
were
at
battering
The
flames
those who returned. (See 2:70; 6:10, event of the death or disablement of the western
of an early
the waist, and are eut with square
dancing
It remained for
gate.
fire
17.)
might have Inspired this corners, not rounded like the tea
MacMahon.
No one save Wlmpffen Wlmpffen only to make terms for the
II. Ezra 8ends to Iddo for Minister! knew of this. He was new to the suiender of his
gown; nt all events Its colors ami spar- aprons. Bright silks may be used for
army. Thus passed
Bekle may be found just there, for the them und needlework,
for the Temple Service (vv.
In
fancy
troops and new to this theater of war. Into captivity 72.000 French soldiers
underdress Is of
fore the Journey to Palestine was ac Therefore he hesitated to displace Du- with 558
satin stitches in decorations, or small rlh
cost
to
The
the
vie
guns.
nnd is cut, after the manner of this lion (lowers ure pretty on thein.
tually begun, Ezra gathered about him crot, waiting until nine o'clock, when, tors for this victory was 9,000 men
season's evening gown, very low ut the
his companions who were to accom
There is something charming about
that Ducrot Intended, to re- The French killed and wounded numperceiving
back. But the buck Is not left uncovthese smull belongings for home wear
pany him, to see whether they were treat toward the west, and convinced bered 17,000. It Is Indicative of the
In this review he dis- that salvation
ered, for there is an overdress of that every woman muy own. They
representative.
lay only In moving east- demoralization among the French that
covered that none of the sons of Levi ward toward Metz and the nrmy of this
sapphire blue net that veils the under-dres- s muke always welcomed
Christmas
Is 1.000 less than the cost
figure
from neck to hem. It supports gifts and ure easy to make ut home
were In the company. So he sent chief Bazalne, he
his papers and of victory to the Germans nt Woerth,
produced
men to Iddo, who was doubtless the took
many bauds of blue sequins that catch and Inexpensive, even when bought in
charge. As a result there fol- nlthough In thnt case the number of
Hie light like Hie little blue flumes that the shops, ready-madpresident of the school of the Levltes, lowed dire confusion, a good part of French actually engaged was
for ministers for God's house. In re- the
play over Hie glowing coals of n fire.
the ex- that at Sedan. The day of the French
army
having
already
begun
A ruffle about the neck is
sponse to this appeal, 38 Levltes and ecution of Ducrot's orders.
edged with a
mountebank emperor was done. There
220 Nethlnlins Joined him.
single row of sequins and three rows
Northward of Bazellles the French followed dreadful days of the comof them extend over the shoulders.
III. Ezra' Seeking the Guidance of were
withdrawing, so that the Saxons mune. And from It emerged the magThe round buttons ure covered with
The Journey was
the Lord (vv.
over the ridge south of the nificent France we now know.
swept
easily
them.
full of deadly perils. It lay through GIvonne-SednThe Easiest Way.
off the
cut
road.
This
a region invested with Bedouin maThe management of the net ut the
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buck of the bodice, where It appeared undergarment which you have Just
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who fell Into the hands of the Germans
like a cape partly fastened to the skirt, completed, ull but those "pesky butand ashamed to ask help of the king, an
house with nil the windows open,
noon.
before
hour
was a mutter of much comment, it tonholes," und the garment cannot h
proclaimed a fast, in which in deep
At about the same time the Ger- ruin or shine night and day. You
was new for one thing, and beautiful worn without them, try this: tin ih
humiliation they sought the guidance
can't
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fresh
possibly get
for another. This gown appeared in a machine stitch trie desired louglh of
and protection of God. This is a fine man Guard corps began to form up
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a
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a
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very good
chilly shows thnt
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a
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to
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yn IOIIMI
Damp houses come from not having
the king of the divine sufficiency that charged at full speed for the guns.
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war,
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heaven's are shadiers would cause him to blush with
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ken
shame. In this critical hour they com- for the whole of the corps artillery of In
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shut
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the
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E. W. Wilcox.
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trance of fresh air.
POTATO SALAD.
every Journey, every undertaking, almost annihilating it. The head of
and lay a slice of
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the
world
desthe
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Potato salad win, we hope, this year season with salt, pepper, and a pinch
flanking
day by seeking the direction of God. perately
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well
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both
fairfrom
and
rifles, it
No friendship or business Interest ever
be found oftener on our menus, as the of mustard. Place the sandwiches in
reaches its best unless God's hand be ly dissolved before the German eyes. sunshine. Don't be ufruld of fresh air
potato will not hold so a toaster and toast both sides a delat
time.
any
Another detachment of the invaders
In tt and upon it. We should not go
high a price In the maricate brown.
ket.
anywhere, engage In any business or crossed the river nt Doncherey, driving
Sweet Pickled Muskmelons. This
No
Advice
Given.
The following are a Is a good wuy to use
have any friendship upon which we may back the French outposts to the south
underripe melAn Inclination to advise is not a ban
few ways of making ponot ask God's blessing und aid. They of the Illy road so easily that the Gercut In slices and remove the rind
ons;
tato suhiri. not all
t
sought this for themselves, for their man nrtlllery became recklessly ex- trait in character, even when youth
and seetl portion. To each quart of
worth trying: Cook water add a fourth of a cupful of
children, and all their substance. They posed.. Perceiving this and acting in- Is passed. It shows n keen interest
ten potatoes In their
knew that as soon as they made God stantly, G neral de Onllifet "Old (Sil in human affairs, large und small, nnd
suit; pour this over the sliced melon
la
i
m
first his blessing would be upon them, ver Top," is he was nfterward called, a willingness to accept responsibility.
JncketR. snltlni? them and
let stuud overnight. Drain und
The consent which life extracts from well when nearly cooked. Drain nn.l
and as soon ns they forsook him his because of the silver plate which
cook In boiling salted water.
to
put
would be withdrawn and his placed n part of his skull rushed up some men and more women to let the cool well, then peel and chop quite fine Cook but a few
at a time
wrath would be upon them. God did his brigade of Chasseurs d'Afrlqne and world go Its own way, to lay no res- with half a green pepper freed from and remove as soonpieces
us they are tennot disnppoint them, for they safely hurled a most dashing charge against training hand upon the shoulder of Its seeds, two
eggs, three der.
If cooked longer they will be
He never the batteries, fjnlllfet might have ac- friend or acquaintance, means that the small beets, six spiced cucumbers, two
reached their destination.
mushy. For seven pounds of melon
of
of
the
bus
nature
been
walnut
but
he
tablespoonfuls
was
meats
mainspring
complished something here,
disappoints.
cooked mnke a
using four pounds
IV. The Treasure
Committed to utterly unsupported, nnd could not broken, and that the whole character in boiling salted water five minutes, of sugar, sirup
three cupfuls of vinegar,
Combined hold his advantage. He fell hack with has become passive. It Is a strange then drained and chilled in cold water! half u
Twelve Priests (vv.
of cloves, a cupful of
horse behind the altitude, witnessing to a great deal of Mix well nnd season with paprika, salt cinnamoncupful
with their faith in God, we find prac- his
burk. Pour over the meland
Cnznl-IllMoisten
pepper.
trustwith
but
sense.
tical business
ridge.
Honest,
suffering,
good salad on and let stand overnight, then drain
accompanied very often
Next, the French Infantry tried Its by a strong sense of humor. But most dressing, pack Into a wet mold and off the sirup, puck the melon in Jars,
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i
t
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nen
be
who
should
111
such
intrusted
those
coin.
of
hand again, making a brilliant. If
refrain always rotn adawiijr
28). To
only
ready to reduce the sirup by boiling aud fill the
GAY TEA AND SEWING APRONS.
the Lord's money gifts offered freely timed, charge out of Its position anil vising refrain out of pure selfishness. serve, line a dish with lettuce leaves Jars.
turn
and
the
salad
out
on
It.
to the Lord by his people. Again, the driving the Germans until the
Cover
Exchange.
Sauce.
Take
four
Bordeaux
was
and
the
nnd finish across. Slit with
bright purticu- - up
quarts; nlng gowns
with salad .dressing and serve garwas carefully counted and enforcements dashed up. Then once
two quarts of. Inr star of the collection.
cabbage,
scissors
finely
chopped
between the stitching.
islmrp
nished
with
small
pickles decorated In
weighed, and the amount set down, more the French retired In more or
Beyond Forgiveness.
finely chopped green tomatoes, six!
Along with chrysanthemums, that These buttonholes can be worn this
form of a star on the top.
The men were held accountable at the less confusion, holding strongly at
e
It Is hurd to forgive the scoundrel the
red
of
the
with
peppers,
falling leaves and wlnus wuy for several days, and will he all
. Hot Potato Salad
Wash' nnd cook quarts
end of the Journey for everything In- Flolng.
who has stolen your horse or poisoned
of
six
onions, with a tooth in them, that ushers In the stronger after you buttonhole over
six medium-sizepotatoes without par two quarts of
trusted to them. Men ought to be held
Now, however, the French Twelfth your well, but even he will bask In
f
a
lot of pretty and friv the mac hine stitching.
sugar,
cupful the winter,
ing, cool, peel and cut In thin slices. of pounds
to strict account for everything Intrust-- ' corps found Itself furiously assaulted the sunlight of your Christian
two quarts of vinegar, one olous ten aprons blossom out In the
salt,
charity
a
of
In
Arrange
the bot ounce of mustard
potatoes
ed to them, to the very Inst cent. The and In such peril that
ounce shops. They foretell the holidays and
long before you can forgive the skulk- tom of a layer
seed,
An Egyptian Type Negligee.
dish, season with salt and
men to whom this was intrusted were were sent up from Douny's force. So ing hound who wants the office
f
ounce of tur- every year do their bit toward makA l"licate
of celery seed,
you pepper
negligee in flesh crepe de
nnd
with
sprinkle
finely meric. Mix well and boll two hours.
holy; the gifts were God's; they did pronounced was the confusion of the hold or Intend to run for. Houston
ing n Joyous season. With them are chine Is made on simple Egyptian lines
chopped parsley nnd celery. Mix tonot belong to any man; they were day that these
nctu- - Post
be quartered for a sniiill, guy sewing aprons,
nnd discloses nn empire front. Tbo
gether four tablespoonfuls of olive, oil. This recipe may
charged with the obligation to deliver
nnd useful also. These are made of empire bodice Is outlined with varinnd three of vlnegnr and heat to the smaller amount.
these gifts before the chief priests and
Puree of Summer Squash. Slice flowered voile, or lawn and of or- egated sizes of honey-birblue beads.
point. Pour over the potatoes
Levltes at Jerusalem.
ONE WAY OF RAISING MONEY during the Penlnsulnr wnr. Badly In boiling
three onions and cover with two gandie anil batiste, like the tea
There Is n cap mulching this, which
V. The Safe Arrival at Jerusalem
need of gold when nbout to invade nnd cover tightly. Stand in a warm
cold
of
Is n reproduction of an Arab's desert
water; when It boils aprons. Almost liny of the sheer
place until needed. If olive oil Is not quarts
The Journey lasted four Governments, In
(vv.
Napoleonic Wars, France, he conceived the Iden of hunt- to be served nse bacon fat nnd hits of add the squash cut in thin slices. Let
used for midsummer frocks are turban with the flowing ends ns a long
months. They carried with them milout
some
counterfeit
ing
coiners
from
Made Counterfeit Coins to Finance
simmer slowly for two hours, then us well suited to sewing aprons und veil In the hack.
shoes of
lions of dollars' worth of treasure,
the ranks. A number of these gentry crisp brown bacon. Serve with cold rub through a sieve. Mix one
Raids on Enemy.
hrenkfust Jackets.
rose satin with a basket decoration of
were forthcoming, nnd they were or- sliced meat or crisp bncon.
through a region Infested with maraudof ground rice, one cupful of
The tea aprons pictured lire made roses made from ombre ribbon In the
Stuffed Beets and Potato Salad.
ing Bedouins, yet God delivered them
methods
have been dered by the great general to exercise Cook Inrge, shapely beets until tender, milk nnd one tahlespoonful of butter of orgnndle, but batiste and fine voile, seven colors nre shown.
Numerous
from their hands. At the end of the
evil
their
art
by transforming English then drop Into cold water nnd
In a saucepan and when hot add to or other sheer weaves in cotton do as
adopted from time to time for suppleslip the
Journey they testified to the faithfulthe currency of the various sovereigns into louls d'or and napo- skins for them. With a teaspoon the soup. Add two tablespoonfuls of well. Val lace Insertion Is set In these
Knitted Collar and Cuff Sets.
ness of God In bringing them safely on menting
leons.
countries engaged in war, but It is
hollow out each beet till a deep cup Is green peas, season well and serve pip aprons and luce edgings finish them.
collar and cuff sets are
(v. 31). The safe arrival at the end scarcely possible that the powers will
A small motif of Irish crochet luc?
e latest neck won r novelty to mnke
formed. Fill with vlnegnr and let ing hot
of each day's Journey Is due to the be forced
Bananas Are Nutritious.
is given the most conspicuous pluc! a. public nppenranc'.'.
A
again to the expedients thnt
them stnnd In the refrigerator until
smart girl
good hand of our God upon us. After were often essential in the old
Bananas are always wholesome, nu time for serving. For the filling, chop
in the apron nt the left with a llttl? wearing a
days.
Oxford suit
was
the
treasure
three
days,
resting
to Napoleon's 1812 campaign, tritious, cheap, easily digested, always cold boiled potatoes with
bow
Prior
It
satin
ribbon
on
wore
of
a
set
such
of dull blue wool.
by
placed
brought Into the temple and burnt of- for instance, the Paris gendarmes In season, oil meat easy to handle.
ferings were made to the Lord, After made a raid one night on a house In good cooked or raw. Nature hermeticthis, the decree of the Persian king the Plalne Montrouge, and discovered ally seals them In a dust and germ- Sufficient Unto the Day.
Comrades.
The state department will Issue no
ACTIVITIES OF WOMEN.
was delivered to the governors who
Finish every day and be done with
"Shall I part your hairr inquired
passports to women who desire to go
manufactory of false notes. Quite proof package. And, above all, they
should aid In furthering the people and
a sensation was caused when, on the are produced without drawing on the ft; you have done what you could. the barber.
Nearly all the printing shops In Lou- to France or England unless they show
the House of God.
and absurdities, no
"My hairs, you mean. No, there are don now employ woman compositors.
proof that they are to he regularly emfollowing day, the police minister nation's resources, and their Importa- Some blunders
cousins doubt crept in; forget them as soon only two of them. It would be a shame
made the announcement that the man tion from our
Is no restriction on the woik ployed In war work.
There
A Great Reward.
After 100 years ns nn institution for
had been started "by order aids in developing a reciprocal market as you can. Tomorrow Is a new day; to part them." Louisville Courier-Journa- which women may do In Great Britain.
If we love God the reward promised ufactory
The false notes, for our goods. Exchange,
the College of Physicians
begin it well and serenely. Exchange.
n"'n
of
the
emperor."
women
of
on
The
the
employment
less
of
as Is nothing
than the sight
were Austrian and Russian,
the medical department
which
Surgeons,
has
Scottish
doubled
since
railways
to
God himself face
face, an abiding Instead of French, were Intended for
of Columbia university, has decided to
Hot 8tuff.
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Opposite.
Big Market for Peanuts.
b'T'in.
the
vision, an ecstasy of vast Intelligent
unfortunates
We have two classes
use against the enemy on the Russian
In Dutch Guiana the women carry admit women on an equal standing,
Recently a Frenchman invented an
Marseilles, France, Is the great cenforevermore. Think how such a rebut the bulk of them came electric furnace in which all the opera- - In this old vale of tears and laughter, tral market for peanuts, more than upon their persons all the family sav- with men.
expedition,
ward transcends all the expectations, to
tlons of making and refining glass are those who can't get their minds on 120.000 metric tons of peanuts In the ings In the shape of heavy bracelets,
grief during the great retreat
all the possibilities even, of our naThe duke of Wellington was respon- carried on continuously with the same their work and those who can't get shell and 240,000 tons of shelled nuts anklets, necklaces and even crowns of
The serpent In the garden of low lav
ture ! Sared Heart Review.
sible for a similar stroke of business source of heat
theirs off It Ohio 8tate Journal.
being crushed there In single year.
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34 ENGINEERS

SERVICE AN HONOR SAYS
HEAD OF NEW MEXICO
EXEMPTION BOARD

;

SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the State

Charles, J. W. Lewis, S. W. Almt
J. P. Adams, W. H. Vauchelet, G. &
Moffett, W. R. Ectles, W. G. Turley,

AND
SURVEYORS LINCENSED

Thirty-fou- r
people have been liThe. matter of making up quota!
censed as engiineers and surveyors
NO MORE FOREIGN CLUBS
Mexof
New
for the several counties
by the board of examiners appointed
ico is made clear in the following
OF A POLITICAL NATURE
Governor W. E. Lindsey, under
by
letter to the Raton Publishing comthe act of the last legislature. The
writColfax
at
county,
Katon,
pany,
board is composed of James A. New York, Oct. 20. In refusing t
"AUTUMN"
Bojr Scouts Sell Bonds
Fred If. McBride of the New Mex- ten by Charles Springer, chairman
Senator B. F. Pankcy, of Lamy,
The Santa Fe Troop of Boy Scouts French, state engineer; Lee S. Mil- grant a certificate of incorporates) '
was a business visitor in Santa Fe ico Central office, left tliis week of the Federal Exemption board for It was in the early autumn
have been hustling all week selling ler and Pitt Ross. Licenses were to the Armenian Democratic Club
the Hoiv the Northern District of New Mex
for Haltiinorc to
When I wandered forth one day,
today.
yesterday, Justice Whitaker, of the
Liberty Loan Bonds and up to this issued to the following:
ard A. Kelly Radium Hospital. Mr. ico :
O'er the rough and wooded highland afternoon
Lee S. Miller, James A. Supreme Court, said:
Pitt
have sold $17,000.
Ross,
they
16th
the
of
favor
County Clerk Trinidad C. de Baca Mr Bride's condition is very encour- to
your
Rcnlviug
Just to pass the time away.
"This court will not approve the
They .have headquarters in a Scout French, N. Howard Thorpe, William
returned
htirsday trom a motor aKintr anj a complete recovery is instant regarding the quota of men Autumn in her fading glory,
tent in the plaza, old Glory and the H. Herrick Frank Gygla, J. L. Wells, formation of a political organization
me
trip through Mora county.
for
to be furnished by Coifax County
charm
a
expected.
held
Always
Troop flags wave gloriously in front A. C. Loveless, Guy Harold Palmes, which has for its purpose, or tends
will And
under the Selective Draft Law.
as life, in passing, fading
of the tent, and many catchy ban- Bart A. Nymeyer, Charles F. Holly, in any way to the segregation of
.
Mrs. N. B. T.nusjhlin left this week'
.1
r. C
I
see.
could
resemblance
A
ners are hung near by, one of which Jonas R. Trimmer, Jay Turley, Rolla citizens of foreign birth or descent
for Mineral Wells. Texas where she
,,,; wherc he uldrcs-- !
7
of men
the
number
made
upon
reads- - "If You Can't Go Across-Com- e W. Russell, Charles B. Barker, C. B. into distinct and separate political
will remain several weeks.
,
s
in behalf of registered in each comity, but upon As I
a ( i
the mountain
upon
paused
Across". Two Scouts have been Morgan Hugh M. Neighbor, J. W. groups. Such organizations tend to
the first ofijts population.
Under the law each
prohibition
And looked so far below,
Dr Frank If If Roberts, president state-widon duty all the time, day and night, March, R. L. Cooper, Paul B. Moore, retard the complete and effective
taken
since
and
has
week
its
in
furnish
color
to
is
propart
state
tlje
All the world seemed steeped
required
of the New Mexiro Normal univer
of the entire body of
working in relays, while other Scouts Clyde Walter, B. C. Broome, E. Nor-ri- s
in nip spcaim
Which the sunshine set aglow.
campaiun in uns porti.mate nimilicr ol men lor me
sity was in the city Tuesday.
also clad in their khaki uniforms
Hobart, Elwood M. Albright, L. J. our citizens."
entire army, the regular army, the And I thot of future ages
locality.
have been canvassing the city, using
Herbert TIer?tein, of Clayton, was
national guard and the new national
Which would circle fast away,
A. F.. Coinpton, of the U. S. snr-- 1 army in proportion
to the popula-ve- Each year with its glorious "autumn" the districts assigned them but workamong the business visitors in Santa
ing independently under their own
returned Saturday niuht fromtjon 0f the state, and in apportion-F.- I Sinking switfly to decay.
Fc the latter part of last week.
officers. It has been noticeable that
Vado and I'agosa Junction, where j,,,, the quotas for the state and for
R.
II. Case rcturited Thursday he inspected the survey ramps. He the counties of men to be furnished Far below the canyon's glimmered, at all times their conduct is courteous, they have been alert, energetic
evening after a visit of three months also visited the camp of F. C. Mil- - for the first call under the Selective
In their maze of red and gold,
and declare that the answer
workers,
A.
who
in
states.
eastern
and
and
Osterhondt.
ler
northern
and
shimmered
I,.
each
state
the
clouds
white
the
law,
county
spent
Far above
are)raft
to the kaiser is to be a forceful one.
200 K. W. 7c,
making a government survey of thewl.re credited with the number of
In their beauty, fold on fold,
Mrs. Frank C. Ellis spent a few Jirarilla Apache Indian reservation, me enlisted in the regular army and Soon, I knew the leaves would wither,
300 K. W. 6c
K.
Symposium
Taos
to
lin the national guard. In determindays in the city on her way
Flutter down, and lie there, dead. A very pleasing program was giiven
N. If. Thorp and associates of this jIU, tle population of the different And the clouds in all their splendor,
to visit relatives for several weeks.
Sc
K.
400
by the Symposium of the Santa Fe
rity have leased the F.spiritu Santn COiuities the officials obtained their Lose their lustre overhead.
Hich School Friday afternoon, as
Dr. C. (). Harrison has returned land grant of 115.000 acres in San- - information from the census report,
:
follows
from Madrid where he attended the doval county and are moving their th,, election returns, the registration And T thot, "could we accomplish
School
Song
The tract jits, and such other information as
funeral of Edgar Andrews last
rattle to that location
While we yet are in our bloom,
All in excew of the above at 4c per K. W.
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AUDITORIUM HOTEL
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G. A. BISHOP
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'Most convenient Hotel
Denver for Shopping.
from
Denver
block
Dry Goods
Only
Lewis
blocks
from
Only
Dry
Only 2xi blocks from Joslin Dry Goods
Only blocks to Daniel Fisher Dry
Only blocks to the main theatres and all the
main picture shows.

TWO NEW MODERN,
GARAGES JUST FINISHED
ONE HALF BLOCK OF HOTEL.
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RATES AND PRICES ARE REASONABLE.
The dinng room is attractive and prices
modest. The a la carte menu and table d'hote
meals are both used.
Watson Bros, own the Hotel and furnishings
TRY THE AUDITORIUM NEXT
TIME YOU COME TO DENVER,

